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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

LEGAL BACKGROUND 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 8(a) Joinder of 
Offenses. Two or more offenses may be charged in the same 
indictment or information in a separate count for each offense if 
the offenses charged, whether felonies or misdemeanors or both, are 
of the same or similar character or are based on the same act or 
transaction or on two or more acts or transactions connected 
together or constituting part of a common saheme or plan. 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 14. Relief from 
Prejudicial Joinder. If it appears that a defendant or the 
government. is prejudiced by joinder of offenses . • • in an 
indictment or information or by such joinder for trial together, the 
court may order an election or separate trial of counts, grant a 
severance .•. or provide whatever other relief justice requires. 

In layman's terms, Rule 8(a) of Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 
states that a single defendant may be tried for more than one related offense 
in a single trial, even if the offenses occur at different times and places 
and with different victims. The legal term for trying multiple charges 
together is lIjoinder of offenses. lI Rule 14 states that the courts must at the 
same time protect the defendant from "prejudice" that may result if multiple 
charges are joined together, but the rule provides little guidance as to how 
one goes about. (1) determining whether prejudice exists and (2) providing 
"relief" from prejudice. The legal rules do not provide a clear definition of 
prejudice, although the nature of prejudice has been addressed by legal 
commentators. For example, Lempert and Saltzburg (1983) describe prejudice as 
"harm which results when evidence is inappropriately influential because it 
appeals to the biases or emotions of the fact finder" (p. 156), and McCormick 
notes that the problem of prejudice arises from "the danger that the facts 
offered may unduly arouse the jury's emoti.ons of prejudice, hostility or 
symputhy" (Cleary, 1972, p. 439). 

In practice, the legal solution to prejudicial joinder is in the form of 
a "severance" of offenses. Prior to the trial of a defendant charged with 
multiple crimes, the prosecutor may seek a joinder of the offenses, and the 
defense in turn may file a motion of severance, requesting that the charges be 
tried separately. If this motion is denied by the trial judge and the 
defendant is convicted of one or more of the offenses, the convictions may be 
appealed on the grounds of prejudice resulting from the joinder. In both the 
initial motion for severance and the appeal following conviction, the courts 
must decide whether joinder was sufficiently prejudicial to warrant separate 
trials. Because Rule 14 has never been interpreted by the Supreme Court, 
there are few authoritative guidelines available to judges who must make such 
decisions. However, convictions resulting from joined trials are often subject 
to appeal, and there are a large number of published appellate court opinions 
available at both Federal and state levels. In examining the reasoning used 
by judges in these decisions, one gets a flavor of the "intuitive psychology" 
of the legal profession. 

To illustrate the court's psychological reasoning we will examine the 
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case of the United States v. Foutz (1976) which is the leading Federal case 
on joinder. In this case, the defendant was convicted of two robberies which 
occurred several months apart, and successfully appealed the convictions on 
the grounds of prejudice resulting from joinder. In granting the appeal, the 
judge recognized three possible sources of prejudice that are possible in a 
joined trial: (1) jurors may confuse the evidence presented in proof of 
different charges--we will refer to this as the confusion hypot.hesis, (2) 
jurors may accumulate or combine evidence across different charges--the 
accumulation hypothesis and (3) jurors may infer that. the defendant has a 
"criminal dispositionll based on the fact that he is charged with multiple 
crimes--the criminal inference hypothesis. 

In applying these three theories of prejudice to the Foutz case, the 
court noted that the evidence for the second crime was strong while the 
evidence from the first was weak, so that a jury judging the first offense 
alone might well have acquitted the defendant. The court thought the jury had 
probably found the defendant guilty of the second robbery and then concluded 
that if he had robbed the bank once, there was a good chance he had robbed it 
before; in other words, they attributed the robbery to the defendant's 
criminal nature (a criminal inference). In addition, there may have been a 
lIspillover effect of evidence of one crime implicating guilt in other ll 

(accumulation). 

At the end of a joined trial, the jury typically receives a special 
instruction from the judge in addition to the standard jury instructions, the 
purpose of which is to alleviate potential prejudice resulting from joinder. 
The exact form of these instructions varies from state to state, but most 
instructions address at least a portion of the three legal theories of 
prejudice. The standard Federal joinder instruction reads as follows: 

A separate crime or offense is charged in each count of the 
indictment. Each charge and the evidence pertaining to it should be 
considered separately. The fact that you may find the accused guilty 
or not guilty as to one of the offenses shoud not control your 
verdict as to any other offense charged (Devitt & Blackmar, Federal 
Jury Instructions and Practice, 1977, p. 296). 

The Federal instruction essentially instructs jurors not to become 
confused or to accumUlate verdicts across charges, but does not instruct 
jurors to avoid making inferences about the defendant's disposition. The law 
presumes that instructions will effectively alleviate prejudice, but appellate 
judges, acting as "intuitive psychologists" do not always agree. In the case 
of the United States v. Foutz (1976) the court did not think the instruction 
was sufficient, and the judge quoted an earlier opinion (Bruton v. U.S., 
1968) in support of his decision to grant the appeal: 

[W]e cannot presume that the jury adhered to limiting instructions 
and properly" segregated the evidence into separate intellectual 
boxes." 

In other words, the instruction did not eliminate the possibility of 
confusion of evidence bet.ween charges. As a result of the judge's 
determination that joinder had been prejudicial in the Foutz case, the 
convictions were reversed and two new, separate trials for each count of 
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robbery were ordered. 

Given that the law recognizes that joinder can be prejudicial, and often 
is the subject of appeal, the question arises as to the utility of join~ng 
charges at all. The main rationale is that it is expedient and saves t1me and 
money (Drew v. United States, 1964). However, as the court in Foutz, 
argued, the savings is actually minimal if the ev~dence for each ~ffense 1S 
entirely separate, so that the only real savings 1S that of choos1ng only one 
jury as opposed to more than one. 

Thus, the only real convenience served by permitting joint trial 
of unrelated offenses against the wishes of the defendant may be the 
convenience of the prosecution in securing a conviction (U.S .2.:.. 
Foutz, 1976, p. 738). 

Another legal precedent for joining charges is the "simple and dis~inct" 
test, which holds that joinder will not be prejudicial if the ev~dence 1S 
simple enough that jurors will not ~eoome con~used,(Dre~ v',U~lted States, 
1964). However, even if the assumpt10n that eV1dent1al slmpl1c1ty does reduce 
confusion is valid, the test does not protect against the other two types of 
prejudice, accumulation and criminal inference. 

ftlthough there is a reasonably large body of case law on j~inder: there 
is little consensus on the criteria that judges ought to apply 1n ths1r 
decisions. The issue has not been carefully researched by legal scholars, and 
there are only a few published legal articles which address the joinder issue. 
A brief review of the arguments provided in these articles underscores the 
som~what conflicting viewpoints among legal scholars concerning the joinder 
issue. 

Remington and Joseph (1961) described some of the conditions under which 
joinder is generally regarded as appropriate. If several offens~s ~re 
committed at the same time and place and either damage several V1ct1ms or do 
multiple damage to a single victim, it is appropriate to try them together. 
Joinder is also called for when several offenses occur at different times but 
are all part of the same scheme or plan. The difficult issue,is s~veral 
unconnected offenses occurring at different times or places w1th d1fferent 
victims. Remington and Joseph argued that although joinder may be harmful in 
some circumstances, it may actually be beneficial in others. It may be , 
harrassing to the defendant to defend himself in a number of separate tr1als, 
and this could outweigh any disadvantage resulting from joining charges. For 
this reason and for the reason of expedience, they suggest that a single 
proceeding may be to the advantage of both sides. 

Others have (1) emphasized the potential prejudice to the defendant and 
(2) argued for clear rules governing joinder. For example, Holderman (1977) 
discussed the effects of joinder under Nebraska law, which allows similar 
offenses to be joined even if they are not part of a common plan. The 
decision to grant severance is left to the judge, and the defend~nt,must be 
able to demonstrate actual prejudice in order to overturn a conv1ct1on. 
Rather than place this burden on the defendant, Holderman recommended a more 
stringent test of prejudice, such as that used in United States v. F~ut~ , 
(1976) in which the test was whether the evidence purported to be preJud1c1al 
would have been admissible if the cases were tried separately. 
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Like Holderman (1977), Baron (1977) advocated the development of clearer 
rules to govern joinder decisions. In Tennessee law, the decision to join 
charges is left to the discretion of the judge, and the test of whether the 
jUd~e has abused this discretion rests on the element of prejudice. However, 
as 10 the Federal rule, prejudice is not defined. It has been characterized 
in a number of different ways by legal commentators, although none of these 
definitions are very precise (Cleary, 1972). Baron recommended that multiple 
charges be joined only if they arise out of a single "criminal episode" and 
that offenses committed on separate occasions not be joined at all. Bar~n's 
recommendation is an even clearer guideline than Holderman's "admissibility 
test," and it would eliminate the joinder situation that legal scholars 
consider most problematic (Remington & Joseph, 1961), and the one that is most 
often subject to appeal. 

A similar proposal at the Federal level was offered in the Yale Law 
Journal (Note, 1964-65). This article listed several traditional tests for 
assessing prejudice arising from jOinder, and pointed out the inadequacies of 
each. The article essentially challenged the intuitive psychological 
reasoning used by the courts when they conduct a search for absence of 
prejudice. First, the article questioned whether it is realistic to expect 
jurors to heed judges' instructions to the jury to confine their decisions to 
~ach offense separately. A second common test is "cure by verdict," which 
assumes that if the defendant is acquitted on any count, the jury must have 
kept the charges separate, since it was selective in its verdicts. A related 
test is "cure by concurrent sentenCing", which discounts prejudice if the 
defendant receives one sentence covering multiple counts. The article noted 
that what both of these "cures" ,fail to consider is the possibility that the 
defendant may have been acquitted on all counts if the offenses were tried 
separately. The final traditional device is that of "overwhelming evidence of 
guilt" in the record. In other words, if the jury could have reached the 
same decision on each of the charges tried by itself, then prejudice is not a 
problem. Using this test, the appellate court in effect becomes the jury, 
since justices are making judgments about what the jury would have done in a 
hypothetical situation. The article concluded by stating that the traditional 
tests of prejudice are simply not adequate, and that the best solution may be 
to abolish joinder of charges. 

Legal scholars may not agree on the solution, but they all agree that 
joinder is a problem, and that a clear standard is needed to govern joinder 
decisions. Confusion about the is~ue among the legal profession no doubt 
stems from the fact that the conclusions reached by each legal researcher are 
based on his or her own subjective interpretation of a diverse collection of 
case law, which is itself a collection of the intuitions of individual judges. 
From a scientific Viewpoint, such an analysis is clearly not an adequate 
basis for policy formation, and the issue can best be addressed empirically. 
Of course, non-empirical theorizing dominates the law, and most legal 
decisions are made in the absence of scientific evidence. Analogous reasoning 
can be found in the legal responses to problems related to joinder. 
Therefore, the issues addressed with respect to joinder have additional 
significance insofar as they suggest other aspects of the trial that could be 
empirically investigated. 

The type of joinder we are concerned with here is joinder of distinct 
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offenses occurring at different times and places. As noted earlier, a 
defendant may also be charged with multiple offenses arising out of a single 
act. In addition to joinder of offenses, th9 law allows for joinder of 
defendants, i.e., trying more than one defendant in a single trial. A 
somewhat related situation occurs when a defendant is charged with a single 
serious offense and the jury is allowed to simultaneously consider conviction 
on several lesser included offenses. For example, in some states a jury may be 
asked to consider a defendant's state of mind or intentions with respect to a 
homicide, and choose from among first degree murder, second degree murder, and 
manslaughter. All of the above multiple charge situations may have related 
effects on jurors' decision processes, all have been the subject of a certain 
amount of legal theorizing, and all lend themselves to empirical investigation. 

The issue of prejudicial joinder is just one example of the intuitive 
psychological assumptions found in the Rules of Evidence under the more 
general classification of "prejudicial evidence," and indeed, judges often 
refer to the Rules of Evidence in their joinder decisions. The psycholgical 
implications of prejudicial evidence are discussed by Penrod and Borgida 
(1983) who observe that the Rules of Evidence recognize several types of 
evidence that are potentially prejudicial, e.g., character evidence, evidence 
of other crimes, prior convictions, and similar happenings. In all instances 
the issue of admissibility is concerned with the relevance of the evidence to 
the case at hand, and whether relevance outweighs potential prejudice. Rule 
401 of Federal Rules of Evidence defines "relevant evidence" as "evidence 
having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence 
to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it 
would be without the evidence," and the amount of relevance ascribed to any 
given evidence is termed its probative value. Rule 403 of Federal Rules of 
Evidence provides the classic "balancing test" in the law, which is the 
fundamental rule used to determine admissibility: 

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its proba~ive 
value is substantially ou~weighed by the danger of unfair 
prejudice. 

Unfortunately, the Rules of Evidence do not define prejudice, nor do they 
provide guidelines for weighing relevance against prejudice. However, the 
balancing test has been subject to a good deal of legal scrutiny in evidence 
handbooks and textbooks, since it is such a basic notion in the Rules of 
Evidence (Cleary, 1972; Lempert & Saltzburg, 1983; Lilly, 1978). 

Two categories of prejudicial evidence are especially pertinent to the 
joinder issue, since they are susceptible to biases similar to those which 
might result from multiple charges: (1) other crimes and (2) prior 
convictions. Rule 404 (b) of Federal Rules of Evidence dictates that evidence 
that a defendant has been involved in crimes other than the one for which he 
is on trial is not admissible unless it has some relevance to the case other 
than indicating a propensity to commit crime. In other words, evidence of 
o~her crimes should not be used to indicate that the defendant has a criminal 
dispositon--this would be analagous to making a criminal inference as a 
result of joinder. In fact, appeals of joined-trial convictions are sometimes 
(jecided on the basis of whether the charges can pass the "other crimes" test 
(e.g., Drew v. United States, 1964). Evidence of other crimes is admissible 
in order to establish that a crime was committed intentionally rather than 
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accidentally, or to demonstrate the existence of a motive to commit crime. 
Evidence from other crimes is admissible if there is a common underlying 
scheme or plan, often an unusual pattern, between earlier crimes and the crime 
being charged. In a similar manner, evidence of other crimes is admissible 
if it establishes the identity of the criminal, for example, a similar or 
unusual modus operandi among the crimes (Lempert & Saltzburg, 1983). 

Another type of prejudicial evidence which is relevant to joinder is 
evidence of a defenoant's prior criminal record. Evidence of a prior criminal 
record is not admissible except for the purpose of attacking witness 
credibility during cross-examination, although tha law recognizes tha~ the 
introduction of prior convictions even for the purpose of impeachment may well 
be prejudicial. In fact, Rule 609 of Federal Rules of Evidence includes a 
special balancing test for evidence of prior convictions. The conviction is 
not admissible unless its probative value outweighs its prejudicial value. 
Therefore, the rule reverses the usual pattern for admission of evidence 
provided in Rule 403, which states that evidence is admissible unless its 
prejudicial value substantially outweighs its probative value. This suggests 
~hat the law recognizes that evidence of prior convictions can be unduly 
prejudicial, and so takes steps to protect the defendant against such 
prejudice. In fact, some s~ate courts only allow admission of prior 
convictions for perjury or for crimes similar to the one being charged with 
the rationale that these are the o'nly convictions of sufficient releva~ce to 
the defendant's credibility as to outweigh prejudice to the defendant (Lempert 
& Saltzburg, 1983). 

PREJUDICIAL JOINDER: PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS FOR LEGAL INTUITIONS 

The three legal theories of prejudice: confusion, accumUlation, and 
criminal inference; can be analyzed in psychological terms drawing upon work 
in the areas of social and cognitive psychology. 

Confusion 

The legal theory of confusion suggests that memory processes might 
operate to produce different outcomes in joined and single trials. A strictly 
cognitive explanation is that confusion is the result of interference effects. 
Research on interference in long term memory has shown that when subjects 
learn multiple lists of word pairs, they make intrusions (i.e., confuse words) 
between lists when recalling the lists (Postman & Underwood, 1973). The same 
sort of interference might occur when a juror is exposed to a series of joined 
charges, resulting in confusion of evidence among charges. 

A more "social" explanation is suggested by research in the area of 
social cognition. Recent research on person memory suggests that many of our 
social perceptions have a more cognitive basis in memory (Crocker, Hannah & 
Weber,1983; Hastie, 1981; Hastie, Ostrom, Ebbesen, Wyer, Hamilton, & Carlston 
1980). During the trial, a juror is exposed to a large amount of information' 
which must be encoded into a meaningful representation in memory. This memory 
structure can be termed a schema (Bartlett, 1932; Hastie, 1981). During a 
joined trial it may not be possible far jurors to encode information for each 
charge separately, particularly since the trial itself is structured as a 
single unit containing evidence for all the charges. Jurors may encode a 
representation of the trial as a whole, especially if the charges are sl.milar, 
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since similar charges can be assimilated more easily into a single, coherent 
schema. 

Research indicates that specific events (e.g., items of evidence) are 
recalled in relation to the overall schema (Hastie. 1980). For example, 
Hastie and Kumar (1979) found that subjects were more likely to recall 
information that was schema-congruent than schema-incongruent or irrelevant 
information. Crocker et ale (1983) found that this was primarily the case for 
recall of behavior attributed to dispositional causes. The criminal inference 
hypothesis implies that joinder may lead to dispositional attributions, so 
this suggests that jurors will r'ecall evidence more accurately if each of the 
joined charges contains different evidence. Research using recognition tasks 
has indicated that subjects make intrusions, or false recognitions of items 
that are consistent with the schema they are using. For example, Sulin and 
Dooling (1974) found that subjects who read a passage about a famous person 
(e.g., Helen Keller) made more intrusion errors for a sentence that was 
related to the theme of the passage ("she was deaf, dumb and blind") than for 
an unrelated sentence ("she was wild, stubborn and violent"). When the main 
character was not famous (Carol Harris) this effect was not obtained, 
presumably because no schema was activated. In a joined trial, confusion among 
charges could take the form of intrusions, i.e." false recognition of evidence 
from one charge in judgments of other charges. 

Accumulation 

In a related vein, accumulation of evidence might be explained by 
literature on impression formation which indicates that the amount of 
information we have about a person a(fects our overall impression (Schneider, 
Hastorf, & Ellsworth, 1979). As discussed earlier, one way to analyze the 
impression formation process is using an information integration model 
(Anderson, 1974, 1978) which postulates that the overall impression is a 
weighted average of individual items of information. Joinder might affect the 
weight assigned to different kinds of trial information. Jurors judging a 
joined trial may weigh the evidence for the prosecution more heavily than 
evidence for the defense, or they could weigh evidence about the defendant's 
character more heavily than would ordinarily be the case. Joinder could also 
affect jurors' initial impression of guilt, prior to hearing any trial 
evidence. 

There is evidence to indicate that negative information is weighted more 
heavily than positive information (Anderson, 1965: Fiske, 1980: Hamilton & 
Huffman, 1971: Hodges, 1974: Kanouse & Hanson, 1972). This implies that 
negative trial evidence may accumulate at a faster rate than positive 
evidence. Since jurors in a joined trial are exposed to more evidence than 
jurors judging a single charge, their impression of the defendant at the end 
of the trial should be less favorable. 

It is possible that joinder creates context effects in the impression 
formation process akin to the context effects initially investigated by Asch 
(1946) using sets of trait adjectives. A number of researchers have 
investigated context effects within an information integration framework 
(Anderson, 1966; Anderson & Lampel, 1965; Kaplan, 1971, 1974, 1975: Ostrom, 
1977: Wyer, 1974). Anderson (1966; Anderson & Lampel, 1965) gave subjects sets 
of three trait adjectives, consisting of one test adjective and two adjectives 
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which served as the context (one of four levels of favorability). Subjects 
were asked to I"ate the favorability of the test adjective and their overall 
impression of the person described by the adjectives. Anderson found that 
buth trait and impression ratings were affected by the valence of the test 
adjective and by the context, and that these two effects were additive and 
therefore consistent with a weighted averaging model. The oontext did not 
change the meaning (scale value) of the test item, instead it was averaged in 
with the value of the test item to form the impression. A similar process 
could operate in a joined trial in which the context created by multiple 
charges results in an unfavorable overall impl'ession, which is then averaged 
in with evaluations of the evidence (and perhaps weighted heavily). 

Let us consider an alternative explanation for the accumulation of 
evidence process. In line with the above reasoning, we assume that the 
multiple charge situation creates an unfavorable context within which 
subsequent information is interpreted. However, this time we do not assume 
that jurors average together items of evidence in a rational manner. Instead, 
the juror is viewed as a cognitive miser (Taylor & Crocker, 1980) who 
selectively processes information using various shorthand devices (Kahneman et 
al., 1982; Nisbett & Ross, 1980). Hamilton (1981) argued that the emphasis on 
quantitative models of information integration has obscured our understanding 
of the underlying processes involved in impression formation. Hamilton 
proposed that the cognitive representation of a person can be considered a 
social schema which guides the encoding, organization and interpretation of 
information about the person (Taylor & Crocker, 1980). In a detailed review 
of research on social schemas, Taylor and Crocker (1980) cite research which 
indicates that people accept data as being consistent with their schemas even 
when it is neutral or inconsistent. People distort information to make it 
consistent with the schema (Langer & Abelson, 1974; Zadney & Gerard, 1974) and 
resist information that disconfirms the schema (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979; 
Ross, Lepper & Hubbard, 1975). To apply a schematic impression formation 
analysis the joinder situation, we assume that the negative context created 
by the multiple-offense trial results in an unfavorable impression of the 
defendant which could be termed a "criminal schema." This schema will affect 
the interpretation of incoming evidence, causing jurors to judge the evidence 
against the defendant as stronger and disregard evidence that indicates 
innocence (and is thereby inconsistent with the criminal schema). The result 
of this biased information processing will be an accumulation of evidence that 
indicates the defendant's guilt. 

Criminal Inference 

Attribution theory (Kelley, 1967, 1972) provides a possible explanatory 
model for the legal theory of criminal inference. Kelley's (1967) covadation 
model is a particularly useful framework for analyzing jurors' judgments of a 
defendant charged with multiple offenses, since it is concerned with 
inferences made about the causes of behavior for which there are multiple 
observations. First, the behavior of a defendant charged with multiple crimes 
can be viewed as low in distinctiveness--the person is charged wi th criminal 
acts with respect to several different entitities (victims, situations, ti~es, 
places) •. Second, the defendant's behavior can be considered high in 
consistencY--bhe person has allegedly displayed criminal behavior on more 
than one occasion. Finally, criminal behavior in all instances can be 
considered low in consensus--most people are not criminals. These three 
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components; low distinctiveness, high consistency, and low consensus; are the 
requirements for an internal attribution in Kelley's model. In contrast~ when 
judging a defendant charged with a single crime, jurors do not have 
distinctiveness and consistency information. Kelley's (1972) causal schemata 
model was designed for situations in which there is only information about a 
single instance of behavior. In the single-charge situation jurors may apply 
the discounting principle (Kelley, 1972), whereby people discount possible 
causes for an event to the extent that there are other, more plausible causes 
available. There are more alternative plausible explanations for being 
charged with a single crime than with several. For example, it is more likely 
that a suspect apprehended near the scene of a single crime just "happened to 
be at the wrong place at the wrong time" than a suspect apprehended near the 
scenes of several crimes. 

Although multiple-charge judgments can be analyzed rather handily using 
Kelley's attribution model, the theory has a number of limitations which 
suggest that it may not be the best explanation for inferences made about the 
defendant. One criticism is that people frequently underutilize consensus 
information when making causal inferences (Kassin, 1979; Nisbett, Borgida, 
Crandall, & Reed, 1976). In addition, research has indicated that people 
process information selectively, and that attributions are influenced by the 
most salient features in the situation (Taylor & Fiske, 1978). A simple 
change in focus of attention can be sufficient to change an individual's 
attributions (Taylor & Fiske, 1975). Another question is whether people are 
even able to accurately assess covariation if given sufficient information. 
A review of research by Crocker (1981) indicates that the layperson has rather 
limited ability to assess covariation. The same point is made by Nisbett and 
Ross (1980), who devote an entire volume to an analysis of limitations in the 
inference process. According to Nisbett and Ross, individuals' causal 
judgments are "theory driven" rather than IIdata driven", and are thereby 
subject to systematic biases. Biases in the attribution process often result 
from the use of heuristic devices (Ross, 1977; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). 

It was noted previously that heuristics are likely to playa part in 
jurors' decisions, since the trial is a situation of decision making under 
uncertainty. Here we consider specifically how heuristics could operate to 
bias jurors' judgments of a defendant in a joined trial. 

(1) Representativeness. In discussing the impression formation process 
it was hypothesized that joined trials activate a "criminal schema," i.e., an 
impression of the defendant as a prototypical criminal. To the extent that 
jurors base their judgments on representativeness, they will be more likely to 
form a judgment of guilt in a joined trial, since the defendant is considered 
representative of criminals in general. (2) Anchoring and adjustment could 
operate in two different ways. First, people tend to overestimate the 
probability of compound events (Bar-Hillel, 1973) and may overestimate the 
likelihood of guilt on multiple counbs, due to insufficient adjustment. 
Second, people tend to anchor their judgments in the direction of the initial 
value (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). If the prosecutor is a good social 
psychologist and tries his strongest case first, this might produce an 
anchoring effect in the direction of guilt which wi~l affect judgments of 
subsequent charges. (3) Availability might operate by making especially 
salient the criminal characteristics of the defendant based on the fact that 
he is charged wi th multiple crimes. Jurors may then focus on these 
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nonevidentiary factors rather than the evidence, and make causal inferences 
~a~ed on tli: defendan t' s cr iminal disposition. If, as we proposed earlier 
J01nde: actlvates a criminal schema, this will affect memory for the eVide~ce 
by mak1n~ unfavorable information more available. Availability could also 
operate 1f multiple charges consist of one strong case and other weaker ones 
(as is often the case). The stronger evidence may be more memorable and 
hence could affect judgments to a greater degree than weaker evidenc~. 

Judges' Instructions 

Th~ judge in a jOined trial instructs jurors to reach a decision for each 
charge 7nd7pendently,.and the legal intuition is that they will be able to do 
so. Th1S 1S one part1cularly good example of a situation for which social 
p~ychological research indicates that legal intuitions are probably incorrect 
For example,.Ro~s's wor~ on belief perseverence has indicated that people . 
often h~ve d1ff1culty d1sregarding information even after it has been totally 
~escre~l~ed (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979; Ross, Lepper, & Hubbard, 1975). This 
1S rem1n1scent of earlier work on the sleeper effect (Hovland Janis & 
~elley, ~953~ ~vh~ch indicated that people may not be affected' by dis~redited 
1nformatl~n ~n1 tlally, ~u~ ~re inf~uenced later after the source is forgotten. 
However, 1n Judgme~ts QJ J~lned tr~als we contend that the negative impression 
is form~d at the ~lme the 1nformat1on is received, due to context effects in 
impress10n format1on (Asch, 1946) or to the activation of a criminal schema 
~Udg~S' instruction~ come at the end of the trial, and it is difficult to . 
1mag1ne that t?ey w1~1 do anything to change the impression alreadyformed. In 
:act, in~truct1ons m~ght even increase prejudice by making the prejudicial 
1nfor~at1on m~rt:: sallent and hence available in memory. It is also unlikely 
th~t 1nstruct1ons presented at the,end of the trial will prevent confusion of 
eV1dence that is presented during the trial. 

With respect to accumulaton of evidence, research on primacy effects in 
~mpression formation (Anderson, 1965; Luchins, 1957) suggests that early 
1nformation is often weighted disproportionately to later information. 
Therefore, the accumulation process may begin early in the trial suggesting 
th~t instructions will not effectively reduce accumulation. Kas~in and 
Wrlghtsm~n (1979) obtained support for a primacy effect in a jU1"y simulation 
study WhlCh demonstrated that reasonable doubt instructions influenced jurors' 
judgment~ when presented before, but not after the trial. 

,§,ummary and Integration o'f Approaches 

In the preceding pages a number of cognitive and social psychological 
approaches have been used to analyze each of the three legal theories of 
pre~udic~ resulting. from joinder, as well as the legal remedy of judges' 
instruc~lons. We.d1scussed ways in which jOinder will affect memory, 
impress10n form~t1on processes, and causal inferences. For each of the three 
pr07esses , w7 flrst discussed how it might operate if decisions are made in a 
rat1onal, sc~entific manner. The same process was then analyzed in terms of 
recent ~heor1zing in social cognition which indicates that social inform3tion 
process1ng may not be so rational (Higgins, Herman, & Zanna, 1981; Kahneman, 
Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Nisbett & Ross, 1980). 
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Integration of Processes 

Social cognition research suggests that the legal notions of confusion, 
accumulation, and criminal inference may be recast into an explanatory social 
psychological model. We postulate that the multiple-charge situation produces 
an unfavorable impression of the defendant which influences memory for the 
trial by (a) promoting confusion among charges, and (b) making unfavorable 
tn formation more available in memory. The initial impression leads to an 
accumulation of evidence because jurors (a) distort evidence to make it 
consistent with the impression, (b) ignore evidence that contradicts the 
impression and (c) make insufficient adjustments \'lhen combining probabilities 
based on mulitple offenses. Finally, the unfavorable impression is both the 
product the source of inferences made about the defendant. Jurors initially 
form an impression that the defendant has a criminal disposition based on the 
fact that he is charged \'lith multiple crimes. The criminal impression then 
affects inferences of the likelihood of guilt based on judgments of 
representitiveness. The impression of guilt that results from this process is 
quite resistant to change in response to judge's instructions. Research by 
Smith and Miller (1983) provides empirical evidence the inferences about an 
actor's disposition occur prior to judgments about the causes of an event, and 
may therefore mediate these judgments. Smith and Miller's results support a 
schema-based model of causal inference. 

. PRIOR RESEARCH ON JOINDER 

In the first section of this paper the legal theories pertaining to 
joinder and other types of prejudicial evidence were outlined. Then a number 
of psychological mechanisms were proposed to acoount for biases in jurors' 
judgments. In this section empirical research investigating the effects of 
joinder is reviewed. Some of the research has been rather atheoretical, with 
the goal of demonstrating that a particular type of evidence has an effect, 
rather than explaining what mediates the effect. Where possible, the results 
of these studies are interpreted in terms of the theoretical perspectives 
discussed above. 

Horowitz, Bordens and Feldman (1980) examined the impact of joining two 
charges on jurors' assessments of defendant guilt using an audiotaped trial 
summary. Horowitz et al. employed a 2 (strength of evidence) x 3 (severed or 
joined with a strong or weak case) x 2 (position) factorial design. All main 
effects were significant as were several interactions. The significant 
joinder effect demonstrated that jurors' ratings of defendant guilt were higher 
when two offenses were joined than when the offenses Wel"e tried separately. 
On one of the two rape charges examined in the study subjects rated the 
likelihood of guilt as .39 when tried as a sepal"ate charge and .46 for the 
same charge when it was joined with another. On the other offense they rated 
guilt as .41 when tried separately and .48 when joined. Horowitz et al. 
reported that this effect occurred primarily for offenses presented first 
rather than second, and suggested that this may arise because jurors suspend 
judgment on the first case until they have received evidence on the second 
offense, which serves as a kind of anchor. However, in examining their 
results it appears that in some conditions the joinder effect was also 
operating in the second case. In conditions in which the evidence was clear 
(as opposed to close), subjects rated guilt on one offense as .44 when severed 
and .49 when joined (a significant difference), and on the other offense they 
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rated guilt as .48 when severed and .53 when joined (not significant but in 
the predicted direction). Also, the severed case was always judged 
individually, and so technically could not appear in the second position, but 
was tr~ated as such in order to complete the factorial design. Therefore, 
compar1sons between the second severed and joined offenses could not 
meaningfully be made. Even so, the joinder effects obtained were quite strong 
--our estimates of effect size (Epsilon--Cohen, 1977) for their two cases 
were .36 and .35 overall. Horowitz et a1. offered no evidence as to the 
process by which prejudice might operate in their joined cases. 

Bordens and Horowitz (1983) investigated the effects of joining two 
charges that varied according to case strength, charge similarity (two rapes 
or a murder and a rape) and case order, again using audiotaped trial 
summar~es: ,They fou~d that convictions on the first but not the second charge 
were slgn1f1cantly h1gher when the charge was joined than when it was severed. 
Convictions were also more likely when the joined charges were similar than 
when they were dissimilar. Bordens and Horowitz investigated the processin a 

of trial information by asking subjects to recall evidence from the cases, 0 

generate thoughts that related to their verdict preference, and rate the 
thoughts according to their degree of favorableness to prosecution or defense. 
Although the reported results are complex, a general pattern was detected. 
S~bjects generated a greater number of thoughts and, more importantly, a 
h1gher percentage of anti-defendant thoughts when cases were similar than when 
they were dissimilar. Subjects also made a higher percentage of anti-defendant 
recall intrusions from the second case to the first when charges were similar • 
The charge similarity effects for percentages of both antidefendant 
intrusions and thoughts were obtained primarily when the second case was 
"close" (ambiguous in strength) rather than "clear" (strongly in favor of the 
prosecution). 

Interestingly, Bordens and Horowitz found that ratings of thoughts 
against the defendant did not differ in joined and severed conditions. These 
ratings can be considered an indirect measure of the strength of evidence 
against the defendant, suggesting that joinder did not affect judgments of 
evidence strength. However, ratings of thoughts against the defendant bore a 
strong relationship to verdict ratings (r = .76), suggesting that all 
subjects' judgments were strongly influenced by their assessments of evidence 
strength. The proportion of anti-defendant thoughts were also positively 
related to verdicts, as were the proportion of intrusions against the 
defendant (r.'s not provided). This result is interesting in light of 
research reported below CTanford & Penrod, 1982), in which intrusions bore 
little relationship to guilt jUdgments. 

In two experiments conducted by Greene and Loftus (1981) subjects read 
excerpts from a trial transcript consisting of a single charge (murder or 
rape) or two charges (murder and rape). Greene and Loftus found that the 
defen~a~t was more likely to be convicted of either crime if the two charges 
were J01ned than if they were tried separately. Judges' instructions to 
consider charges separately were ineffective in removing this effect, 
regardless of whether they came before or after the trial. Greene and Loftus 
~nvestigated three mechanisms to account for their effects: memory, a change 
1n reasonable doubt standard, and inferences of a criminal disposition. They 
found that subjects in joined and single conditions were equally accurate on a 
fact recognition task, so the memory explanation was not supported. There was 
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also no difference between joined and single conditions in the amount of proof 
needed to convict the defendant. However, s~bjects in joined conditions rated 
the defendant more negatively on the dimensions of dangerousness, 
likeableness, and believability, suggesting that joinder affected inferences 
about the defendant's character. 

Kerr and Sawyers (1979) examined the independence of judgments of 
multiple charges, particularly the way the strength of evidence on one charge 
affects the judgment of the charge with which it is jOined. They found that 
as the strength of evidence on one charge increased, the probability of 
conviction for the other charge tended to decrease. They argue that this does 
not support an accumulation of evidence model but does support an equity 
model, in which jurors want to produce a pair of verdicts that is fair. 
However, a point which was not central to their study is central to the present 
concerns. As Kerr and Sawyers (1979) noted in their discussion, a variant of 
the accumulation of evidence hypothesis, na~ely an "accumulation of charges" 
was supported. Conviction on the weak charge alone was determined to be about 
25% through pretesting. The conviction rate was much higher in the 
experimental conditions, all of which consisted of two charges. The mean 
conviction rate for the weak robbery charge when joined was 57%. A joinder 
effect was not obtained for strong charges (although the possibility of a 
ceiling effect cannot be ruled out). A possible explanation for the lack of 
joinder effects \d th strong cases is that prejudicial factors may be more 
salient, and hence available, when other evidence is weak. 

Bordens and Horowitz (1983), Greene and Loftus (1981), Horowitz et ale 
(1980) and Kerr and Sawyers (1979) all found that a defendant was more likely 
to be convicted in a trial of two joined charges than when tried for a single 
charge. In a study designed to investigate each of the three legal theories 
of prejudice, Tanford and Penrod (1982) extended this finding to trials with 
three and four offenses. Subjects read written trial summaries consisting of a 
single charge or a joined trial of two, three or four charges in one of 
several combinations. The results indicated that the probability of 
conviction on a particular oharge increased as a function of the n~lber of 
charges with which it was joined. These results are illustrated in Figure 
(from Tanford & Penrod, 1982). Tanford and Penrod also obtained support for 
each of the three legal theories of prejudice resulting from joinder. 
Subjects in joined trials made Significantly more intrusion errors in recall 
of evidence from a joined trial of three charges than in recall of evidence 
from three separate charges containing the same information. In other words, 
subjects tended to confuse evidence from different charges in the joined 
trial. Subjects judging joined offenses also rated individual items of 
evidence as more incriminating than subjects who rated the same evidence from 
a single-dffense trial, supporting the process of accumulation of evidence. 
The mean rating of evidence strength was 4.63 in joined conditions and 3.95 in 
single conditions (9-point scale). Subjects also rated the defendant on seven 
9-point bipolar scales on a number of trait and behavioral characteristics. 
On all ratings the defendant was rated less favorably in jOined than single 
conditions, and 5 out of 7 of these differences were statistically 
significant. This supports the theory of criminal inference. 

Tanford and Penrod also examined the relationship between memory, 
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evidence strength and defendant ratings with respect to verdicts and judgments 
of the defendant's guilt. They found a low, nonsignifica~t positive , , 
relationship between memory intrusions and guilt, suggestlng that confuslon lS 
not a key mediating factor. They found a strong positive relationship. between 
ratings of the evidence and guilt in both joined and sin~l~ conditions--the 
mean correlation was .52 for single charges and .51 for JOlned charges. 
Finally, they found a positive relationship between defendant ratings ~nd 
guilt that was stronger for joined charges (mean ~ = .54) than for slngle 
charges (mean ~ = .33). What these results suggest,is that all subjects 
were basing their judgments on the strength of the eVldence, as they are 
supposed to legally (although the results were correlational, sO,th~ direction 
of these effects is not known). In addition, subjects based thelr Judgments on 
inferences about the defendant, and subjects in joined trials did so to a 
greater degree than subjects judging single trials. 

Tanford and Penrod's results can be interpreted in terms of the schematic 
processing of trial information. The defendant rating~ suggest,tha~ joinde~ 
activated a criminal schema which affected the processlng of trlal lnformatlon 
(as indicated by recall and evidence ratings) and which, along with the 
evidence, influenced guilt jUdgments. The correlations suggest that these 
judgments may have been due, in part, to the fact that the,defend~n~ in the 
joined trial was considered representative of the prototyplcal crlmlnal, 
whereas in the single trial he was not. 

Limitations of Previous Research 

The research reviewed on the effects of joinder (and related prejudicial 
evidence) demonstrates empirically that mock jurors' judgments can be biased by 
several evidentiary and procedural factors. The law has posed a number of 
questions in the Rules of Evidence and Rules of Criminal Procedure,concerning 
prejudicial evidence and trial procedures, and has sugge?ted remedle~ f~r, 
alleviating prejudice. Jurors are to be instructed to dlsregard preJudlclal 
evidence, and judges are told to weigh relevance against prej~dice in , 
determining admissibility. The empirical studies have essentlally conflrmed 
legal intuitions that evidence and procedures can be prejudicial, and have 
further suggested that the legal remedies may not be adequate. Ho~eve:, these 
studies suffer from a number of limitations, both in terms of appllcatlOn? to 
the courtroom and in terms of providing an understanding of the psychologlcal 
mechanisms underlying judgment biases. 

From an applied standpoint, most of the studies reviewed were conducted 
using procedures which were low in external validity, so that their , 
generalizability to actual trial settings is questionable. ~e methodologlcal 
issues involved in conducting jury simulation research are dlscussed at length 
elsewhere (Bray & Kerr, 1982; Special Issue: Simulation research and the law, 
1979) and are not detailed here. We merely point out the limitations of the 
empirical studies which may preclude the appli~ability of t~eir fin~ings to 
the courtroom. First, most of the studies revlewed used wrltten trlal 
summaries as stimulus materials. Therefore, the trial presentation for the 
majority of studies was not representative of an actual jury trial. Second, 
most of the studies used college students as subjects. Therefore, none of the 
studies employed subjects who were truly representative of ~he ju:or 
population. Finally, few of the st~d~es include~ gro~p,dellberatlon in their 
procedures. For studies which speclflcally examlned JOlnder effects, all used 
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undergraduate subjects, all used written trial summaries except for the 
Bordens and Horowitz (1983) and Horowitz et al. (1980) studies which used 
audi~taped summaries, and none included group deliberation. In order to 
obtaln results that can be applied to the courtroom, it would seem desirable 
to conduct experiments more closely resembling an actual trial. 

The limitations of previous research are at the same time theoretical 
ones. The research may provide information about jugdments made by 
undergra~uat~s :esponding to a questionnaire, but it does not provide 
s~bs~antlal ln~lght into the psychological processes in operation for jurors 
wlthln the soclal context of an actual jury trial. The research is also 
limited in that it has generally not been theoretically motivated, instead the 
goal has been to demonstrate an effect for some type of evidence or procedure. 
We have s~ggested inte:preta~ions for some of the results, but clearly 
research lS needed to lnvestlgate the factors mediating these effects. 

Studies on joinder effects have made some effort to investiaate the 
processes involved in multiple-charge judgments. Tanford and Pe~rod (1982) 
an~ Bordens and Horowi tz (1983) found that joinder affected memory for the 
~rlal, and Bordens and Horowitz found that memory was related to guilt 
Judgments, \"hereas Tanford and Penrod found that it was not. Greene and 
~oftus (1981) and Tanford and Penrod (1982) found that joinder led to negative 
7nferences about the defendant, and Tanford and Penrod found that these 
lnferences were related to guilt judgments, particularly in joined trial 
conditions. Tanford and Penrod also found that joinder affected judgments of 
the s~r:ngth of the eVide~ce, which in turn were related to guilt judgments in 
~O~h JOl~ed and single tnals. Of course, all studies on joinder found that 
JOlnder lncreased the probability of conviction, but Bordens and Horowitz 
~1~83) and Horowitz et al. (1980) obtained this effect primarily on the first 
JOln:d ch~rge, whereas Greene and Loftus (1981) and Tanford and Penrod (1982) 
obt~l~ed lncreased conviction rates on all joined charges, regardless of 
PO~ltlon. The~e~ore, on the basis of existing research, there is ample 
eVldence that JOlnder does bias judgments, and there is some evidence as to 
the processes involved. 

THE PRESENT RESEARCH 

Overview of the Present Research 

The present research was designed to avoid the limitations of previous 
~esear7h b~ using procedu:es that maximized external validity, and by 
lnvestlgatlng the underlYlng mechanisms involved in jurors' judgments. The 
purp~se,of t~e re~earch,was to examine the effects of multiple charges using a 
reallstlc trlal slmulatlon in order to obtain results that could be applied to 
the court~oom, and to provide an understanding of the psychological processes 
in operatlon for actual jurors judging a joined trial. The research was 
designed with several general goals in mind. One goal was to determine 
whether the results obtained in earlier laboratory experiments could be 
replicated and extended in a more realistic trial setting. A second goal was 
to develop a research paradigm that could later be used to investigate other 
assumptions in the Rules of Evidence, using methods and procedures that would 
have clear applicability to the courtroom. As a corollary to this, it was 
intended that the results obtained would provide insight into the general 
processes involved in judgmental biases in the courtroom. 
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Specifically, the purpose of the research was to determine under what 
conditions (and to what extent) jurors will become biased when several charges 
are tried together in a single trial. It was predicted that joinder would 
increase the likelihood of conviction, but that the magnitude of these effects 
would be influenced by three independent variables: (1) The similarity of the 
offenses charged, (2) the similarity of the evidence contained in the offenses 
and (3) judges instructions designed to reduce prejudicial effects of jOinder. 
Similarity was examined for two reasons. First, from an applied perspective, 
we wanted to provide guidance to judges as a basis for making decisions about 
when to join charges. The law primarily allows for joinder of similar 
charges, though in fact joining similar charges might be more prejudicial than 
joinder of dissimilar charges. Because the courts have looked to similarity as 
a basis for categorizing charges, the present research was designed to inform 
the courts about what specific combinations of charge and evidence similarity 
would be most prejudicial. Second, social psychological research as well as 
previous research on joinder suggested that similarity would affect the 
relative contribution of the hypothesized sources of prejucice: confusion, 
accumulation and criminal inference. 

Hypotheses. Based on research and theory in social and cognitive 
psychology, as well as empirical research on joinder and other prejudic1.al 
evidence, a number of predictions were made concerning the effects of multiple 
charges. 

1. It was predicted that (a) a defendant charged with three offenses was 
more likely to be convicted on any particular charge than a defendant tried 
for the same crime by itself. Contrary to the findings of Bordens and 
Horowitz (1983) and Horowitz et ale (1980) this effect was (b) predicted not 
to be specific to the first joined charge. Instead, joinder was predicted to 
increase convictions on all charges. (c) It was also predicted that subjects 
in joined trials would confuse evidence among charges, view the evidence as 
stronger than subjects in single trials, and make negative inferences about 
the defendant. 

2. The similarity of the joined offenses was predicted to influence the 
magnitude of the conviction effects by influencing the memory and social 
inference processes hypothesized to mediate joinder effects. Bordens and 
Horowitz (1983) found that a defendant was more likely to be convicted in a 
trial of two rape charges than in a trial of rape and murder, and that 
subjects made more recall intrusions when charges were similar. In line with 
these results, it was predicted that (a) a defendant charged with three similar 
crimes would be more likely to be convicted than a defendant charged with 
three dissimilar crimes. (b) Greater confusion between charges was predicted 
when charges were similar. (c) It was also predicted that subjects would make 
more inferences about the defendant's criminal character when charges were 
similar than when charges were dissimilar. A series of similar charges is 
more likely to evoke a criminal schema. In attribution theory terms, being 
charged with several similar crimes creates an impression of consistency. 

3. The similarity of the evidence contained in the joined offenses was 
predicted to affect jurors' judgments. (a) Evidence similarity should 
primarily affect the accumulation of evidence process, since there will be 
more evidence to accumulate if the evidence for each charge is different. (b) 
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However, more confusion of evidence was predicted for charges containing 
similar evidence. (c) Although it is not clear that evidence similarity will 
affect inferences about the defendant, attribution theory suggests that more 
dispositional attributions might be made when evidence is dissimilar, 
indicating behavior that is low in distinctiveness. (d) It was predicted that 
similar and dissimilar evidence might also vary in terms of their probative 
value, credibility, or informativeness, and these dimensions could also affect 
jurors' judgments. 

4. It was predicted that the three processes of confusion, accumulation 
and criminal inference would be related to subjects' guilt judgments. 
Previous research (Tanford & Penrod, 1982) indicated that confusion was not 
related to verdicts, although Bordens and Horowitz (1980) found that it was. 
Tanford and Penrod (1982) also found that judgments of the defendant and 
evidence were related to judgments of guilt. The present research was 
designed to assess the relative contribution of each of the three processes to 
the prejudicial effects of jOinder. 

5. Another research question was whether judges' instructions could 
effectively reduce prejudice resulting 'from joinder. Research in social 
psychology on belief perseverance (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979: Ross, Lepper, & 
Hubbard, 1975), context effects (Asch, 1946) and the resilience of schemas 
(Taylor & Crocker, 1981) suggests that instructions will probably not be 
effective, as does the bulk of empirical research on judges' instructions 
(Lind, 1982). Nevertheless, we did want to give the legal rememdy for 
prejudice a fair test, so we designed a very strong and complete set of 
instructions in order to make a a more conclusive statement about their 
effectiveness than those made in previous studies. 

6. It was predicted that group deliberation would affect jurors' 
decisions. Although there is some research to suggest that deliberation can 
correct juror bias (Kaplan & Miller, 1978), research on group polarization 
suggests that deliberation might serve to aggravate joinder-induced biases 
(Lamm & Myers, 1978). In addition to affecting judgments of guilt, it was 
predicted that deliberation woud affect memory, impression formation and social 
inference processes. 

7. A somewhat subsidiary question was whether representative juror 
subjects and undergraduates differ in their judgement processes. It was 
predicted that both subject populations \o[ould be affected by jOinder, but that 
the magnitude of these effects might differ (Linz et al., 1981). The two 
groups might also vary in their susceptibility to similarity and instruction 
manipulations. 

Plan of the Research. Three studies were designed to test these 
hypotheses. Study 1 was essentially a pretest for the stimulus materials used 
in Studies 2 and 3. Undergraduate subjects read several case summaries, made 
guilt and verdict judgments, and rated the similarity of charg~s and evidence 
and the strength of the evidence. Study 1 also allowed a comparison of these 
ratings with ~arYing amounts of trial context provided. 

Study 2 can be condidered the "main study" of the research. Qualified 
juror subjects viewed realistic videotaped trials presented either as a single 
offense or in a jOined trial of three charges that varied according to charge 
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· . ·1 . t d judges' instructions. Subjects gave an 
~~~i~~~~~i'v:;~~~~c:r:~:~e~:~,Yd:~iberated in groups of six and reached a group 
decision and responded to a questionnarire designed to.a~sess me~~rYt 
accumulation of evidence, and criminal infer:nces •. Addltlonal su Jec s 
completed the same questionnaire without dellberatlon. 

Study 3 licated the experimental conditions from Study 2 using 
Undergraduater:~bjects who d~d.not deliberate. Th~eS~~~iu~~~l~~e~h:e~:~~l 
additional experimental.cond7tlons t~at.c~uld ~~~allY the data from Studies 2 

:~~d~ ~~~et~o~~~~e~n~nf~n:~~~~~ ~~~~y:~~ni~·order to ~ompare undergraduate and 

qualified juror responses. 
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CHAPTER 2. STUDIES 1 AND 2 

STUDY 1 (THE PRETEST) 

Method 

The primary objective of the first study was to assure that the stimulus 
materials for Studies 2 and 3 met two criteria. First, the individual 
offenses should be on the weak side, to preclude the possibility of ceiling 
effects when the charges were combined into a joined trial. Second, the 
offenses s~ould vary as a function of charge and evidence similarity, so that 
similarity could be manipulated when offenses were joined together. 

A secondary goal was to investigate subject/s' ratings of trial evidence 
under varying levels of context information. A weighted averaging model of 
information integration (Anderson, 1974) predicts that context and evidence 
strength should have additive effects. Since the cases were designed to be 
weak, this suggests that evidence judged in the context of the trial should be 
rated as less incriminating than evidence judged by itself. 

Stimulus materials. Thirteen written trial scenarios consisting of 
nine burglaries, two armed robberies and two assaults and batteries were 
adapted from reports of cases tried in Wisconsin. Common, everyday crimes were 
used in order to enhance the generalizability of the findings. The particular 
offenses were chosen after consultation with representatives from the State 
Public Defender's office, the Attorney General's office, and the University 
Legal Defense Project, all of whom indicated that burglaries, robberies and 
assaults were among the cases most frequently heard by juries in Wisconsin. 
Each scenario included a brief definition of the charge, opening statements by 
prosecution and defense, direct and cross-Elxamination of witnesses, closing 
arguments by the attorneys, and judges' instructions on the law. The 
scenarios were four to seven pages in length, and averaged between 1200 and 
1800 words. For each case, a short summar'y version was also prepared. The 
summary consisted of a two to three sentence fact summary describing the 
general nature of the crime, followed by one to four sentences describing 
specific pieces of evidence for prosecution and defense. The crimes were 
designed to vary according to the type of crime charged and trie type of 
evidence presented, so that they could be joined together in different 
combinations of charge and evidence similarity for the main study. For 
purposes of pretesting they were treated as completely separate charges with 
different defendants. Table 2-1 presents a summary description of the cases 
used, grouped according to charge and evidence similarity. 

Procedure and subjects. 82 undergraduates at the University of 
Wisconsin participated in the study for course credit. Subjects read and 
judged the trial materials in one of three conditions: (1) trial scenario. 
Forty-one subjects read complete trial scenarios for seven of the offenses 
randomly selected from the total of 13 cases, presented in a random order. 
Due to the length of the materials, it was not feasible to ask subjects to 
read all 13 cases. Each particular offense was judged by at least 19 subjects. 
(2) case summary. Twenty subjects read the brief summary versions for each 
of the 13 cases, presented in a random order. (3) evidence only. Twenty-one 
subjects read and rated individual items of evidence from the cases (53 items 
in all) arranged in a random order with no trial context provided. 
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Table 2-1. List of cases used in pretest 

Charge /I Cr ime charged main evidence 

0 Burglary -- circun-
service station stantial 

(target charge) 

Burglary -- circun-
service station stantial 

2 Burglary - eye wi tness 
service station LD. 

3 Burglary - circun-
mobile hane stantial 

4 Burglary -- eyewi tness 
warehouse LD. 

5 Assault and circun-
battery stantial 

6 Assault and eyewitness 
battery I.D. 

Charge /I Crime charged main evidence 

7 Burglary - Ciroun-
service station stantial 

8 Burglary - Possession of 
service station stolen money 

9 Burglary -- circun-
pharmacy stantial 

10 Burglary - informant 
hane 

11 Armed robbery circun-
stantial 

12 Armed robbery -
possession of 
stolen goods 
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identical charges 
similar evidence 

identical charges 
dissimilar evidence 

similar charges 
similar evidence 

simnar charges 
dissimilar evidence 

dissimilar charges 
similar evidence 

dissimilar charges 
dissimilar evidence 

I 
I 

Dependent variables. After reading each case, and before going on to 
the next, subjects were asked to make the following judgments about the 
offense: (1) verdict preference (guilty or not guilty), (2) probability of 
the defendant's guilt on a 9 point scale (1 = definitely not guilty, 9 = 
definitely guilty), (3) strength of the evidence overall on a 9-point scale (1 
= extremely weak, 9 = extremely strong) and (4) the incriminating value of 
several individual items of evidence on a 9-point scale (1 = strongly 
indicates innocence, 9 = strongly indicates guilt). After reading and judging 
all the cases, subjects rated all possible pairs of cases on three dimensions 
of similarity: (1) overall similarity, (2) charge similarity and (3) evidence 
similarity. These ratings were made on a 9-point scale where 1 = very similar 
and 9 = very dissimilar. Subjects in the evidence only condition rated the 
same individual evidence items as subjects in the other two conditions, and 
did not provide any other judgments. 

Results 

In terms of pretesting the stimulus materials for use in the main study, 
the primary concern was with jUdgments of the complete trial scenario. Table 
2-2 presents the proportion of guilty verdicts, mean probability of guilt 
ratings, and ratings of overall evidence strength for prosecution and defense, 
for each of the offenses. Our goal was to devise cases that were on the weak 
side while still allowing for variability in subjects' responses. The mean 
proportion of guilty verdicts was .26, with a range from 0 to 47%, so we were 
successful in selecting cases that met this criterion. The proportion of 
guilty verdicts for the case designated the "target offense" (case 0) was .31. 
The probability of guilt ratings, which ranged from 3.19 to 5.79 on a 9-point 
scale with a mean of 4.74 indicated that the cases were fairly ambiguous as to 
guilt. This is further by corroborated by the ratings of evidence strength 
overall, with a mean rating of 4.86 for prosecution evidence and 5.32 for 
defense evidence. 

Prior to pretesting the cases were classified according to the charge and 
evidence similarity levels to be used in Studies 2 and 3. These are the 
groupings in Table 2-1, along with case 0, the target offense, which was to be 
included in each combination. Of course, these charge combinations were not 
grouped together for pretesting--the offenses were presented as individual 
trials ordered randomly. In order to assess the accuracy of our operational 
definitions of similarity, mean similarity ratings were computed for the three 
levels of charge similarity and two levels of evidence similarity. The mean 
charge similarity ratings were 4.25 for highly similar ("identical") charges, 
5.06 for moderately similar charges and 6.21 for dissimilar charges, where a 
lower number indicates greater similarity. The mean evidence similarity 
rating was 4.92 for charges with similar evidence and 5.58 for dissimilar 
evidence. Therefore, the classification of the offenses in terms of both 
charge and evidence similarity was as predicted. However, it was noted 
earlier that levels of evidence similarity might also differ along other 
dimensions, for example, informativeness or credibility. The evidence from 
different offenses was not rated on dimensions other than similarity at the 
pretest stage. Supplementary ratings will be presented later in this paper to 
shed some light on this question. 
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Table 2-2. Trial scenario judgments (pretest) 

Proportion of Probabili ty 

Case guilty verdicts of guilt 

0 (target) .31 5.46 

1 .19 3.96 

2 .45 5.55 

3 .47 5.79 

4 .47 5.62 

5 .19 4.33 

6 .20 3.70 

7 .00 3.19 

8 .14 3.86 

9 .05 4.45 

10 .05 4.52 

11 .40 5.25 

12 .42 5.58 
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Prosecution Defense 
evidence evidence 

5.49 5.28 

4.05 4.81 

5.50 3.90 

5.74 4.58 

5.90 5.19 

4.29 5.71 

3.95 5.70 

2.81 6.67 

3.86 5.43 

4.64 5.59 

5.38 6.14 

5.50 5.65 

5.68 4.32 

N 

39 

21 

20 

19 

21 

21 

20 

21 

21 

22 

21 

20 
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STUDY 2: THE MAIN STUDY 

Method 

Subjects .. A total of 732 subjects participated in the experiment. Of 
these, 714 were qualified jurors who had been summoned for service in the Dane 
County, Wisconsin, jury pool for 1981 and 1982. Of these, 492 (69%) subjects 
had jury experience, while the remaining 31% had been summoned but not seated 
on a trial. Jurors were first sent a letter describing the study and were 
followed up with a phone call to schedule them for a session. Jurors were paid 
$20 for participation. The remaining 18 subjects were undergraduates at the 
University of Wisconsin who were registered voters and therefore 
jury-qualified. Undergraduate subjects received Introductory Psychology 
course credit for participation, with the exception of one subject who 
received $20. Undergraduates were scheduled in order to fill in sessions for 
which there were not enough jury pool subjects to form six-person groups for 
deliberation. Twelve groups contained a single undergraduate and three groups 
contained two undergraduates, and these groups were distributed evenly across 
the experimental conditions. The sample as a whole was 49% female and 51% 
male. The mean age was 40 years, with a range from 18 to 82. Subjects 
represented wide range of socioeconomic status variables such as income, 
occupation and educational background. 

Design. The design of the experiment is presented in Table 2-3. A 
partial factorial deSign with an additional control group was used. The 
control group judged a trial that consisted of a single burglary charge which 
we will refer to as the "target" offense. The experimental I5rouPS judged a 
trial that consisted of the same target charge in combination with two other 
charges that represented the experimental manipulations. The independent 
variables were (1) charge similarity: id en tical, similar or dissimilar, (2) 
evidence similarity: similar or dissimilar and (3) judges' instructions: 
present or absent. Charge and evidence similarity were crossed factorially and 
judges' instructions were manipulated for the similar evidence, but not the 
dissimilar evidence conditions, resulting in 9 experimental groups and one 
control group. (It was not financially possible to run the complete factorial 
design using jury pool SUbjects. Study 3 reports results of the full 
factorial conducted with undergraduates.) 

Based on pretesting of the materials, the independent variables were 
defined as follows: Charge similarity was defined as the type of crime and 
the circumstances surrounding the crime, where identical charges were three 
service station burglaries, all committed in the same manner; similar 
charges were three somewhat similar burglaries committed at different 
establishments--the target service station burglary, a house burglary, and 
burglary of a commercial business establishment, and dissimilar charges were 
burglary, assault and armed robpery charges. 

Evidence similarity was defined as the type of evidence brought to trial 
by the attorneys to prove their case. For similar evidence conditions the 
evidence for each charge was circumstantial evidence that the defendant was 
seen driving suspiciously near the scene around the time of the crime with no 
explanation for his whereabouts. For dissimilar evidence conditions the 
main evidence was different for each charge. For example, the same 
circumstantial evidence for the target offense might be combined with a charge 
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Table 2-3. Experimental Design 

CONTROL GROUP 

10 
~ 

Charge 

Codes 

Evidence 

Codes 

EVIDENCE 
SIMILARITY 

CHARGE STI1ILARITY 
IDENTICAL SIMILAR DISSIMILAR 

Simil ar .!?1B1Bl ~1blb'1 
[1] [3] 

Di ssimil ar .!?1B2 B3 .!?1 b2b '3 
[2 ] [4] 

Similar .!?1B1B1 ~1b1b' 1 
[7 ] [8] 

.!?1 = target offense 

B = burglary (service station) , b 

A = assault b' 

R = robbery 

= circumstantial evidence 

2 = eyewitness identification 

3 = other evidence (fingerprints, 
property) 
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.!?1A1R1 
[5] 

~1i\2R3 
[6] 

~1A1R1 
[9 } 

No 
Instruct-
ions 

Instruct
ions 

= burglary (residence), 

= burglary (business) 

informant, or stolen 

containing an eyewitness identification and a charge containing in~rmation 
from an informant. 

As noted earlier, the evidence varied along dimensions other than a 
similarity-dissimilarity dimension. Although the evidence was not pretested 
on other dimensions, an independent sample of undergraduates (n = 45) later 
rated the evidence from the cases used in the main study in terms of its 
informativenss, credibility, and probative value (which was explicitly 
defined) • The ratings indicated 'chat dissimilar evidence was rated higher 
that similar evidence in terms of its informativeness (M = 65.9 versus 53.5), 
credibility (M = 65.3 versus 58.1) and probative value (M = 62.4 versus 49.4) 
on scales from 0% to 100%. In our discussion here we will continue to define 
evidence in terms of its similarity, since it was conceptualized as such, 
while recognizing that it varied along other dimensions as well. 

The judges' instruction manipulation was defined as a special joinder 
instruction given by the judge along with the standard jury instructions 
presented at the end of the trial. The instruction was designed by 
elaborating on sections taken from the Federal and several state joinder 
instructions. The goal was to create a strong and complete set of 
instructions containing elements which corresponded to the three legal 
theories of prejudice from joinder. The instruc tion manipulation for similar 
charges read as follows: 

1. The defendant is charged wi th three counts of burglary. These are 
separate crimes and the prosecutor is charging that the defendant 
committed all of them. The fact that the defendant is charged 
with more than one crime is not evidence against him. 

2. Each charge and the evidence pertaining to it should be considered 
spearately. You should treat the evidence from each charge as 
separate and distinct. 

3. It is for you to determine whether the defendant is guilty of one, 
two, three or none of the offenses charged. The fact that you may 
find the accused guilty or not guilty as to one of the offenses 
charged should not control your verdict as to any other offense 
charged. In deciding the defendant's guilt or innocence on a 
particular charge, you should consider the evidence pertaining to 
that charge only, and you should not consider the evidence from the 
other two charges. Each count charges a separate crime, and you 
must consider each one separately. 

Point (1) essentially instructs jurors not to make inferences about the 
defendant's disposition, point (2) instructs jurors not to confuse evidence 
from different charges and point (3) instructs jurors not to accumulate 
verdicts or evidence. The Federal and most states' standal"d instructions do 
not contain all three of these elements, and most are quite short, containing 
an average of about 50 words. The instructions used in the present study were 
approximately 165 words in length. Therefore, our instructions were much 
stronger than those used in actual trials, but were realistically patterned 
after actual instructio~s and presented in the traditional manner. 

Stimulus materials. The case materials were based on reports of 
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burglary, assault and armed robbery cases tried in Wisconsin. The target 
offense was adapted from a complete trial transcript. Pretesting of the 
materials (Study 1) indicated that they met the requirements of the research 
in terms of case strength and the independent variables. For each of the 
thirteen charges, fact sheets containing all the information about the case 
were prepared. In addition, a fact sheet was prepared for each witness, 
containing all the infol'mation that wi tness would need to know on the wi tness 
stand. Two experienced trial attorneys were recruited to serve as the 
attorneys in the trial re-enactments. They were given the fact sheets in 
advance, from which they prepared their own opening statements, closing 
arguments and questions for witnesses. Witnesses were volunteers recruited 
from among graduate students, psychology department staff members, and 
advanced undergraduates. The same person (an advanced undergraduate male) 
played the part of the defendant for all the trials. Each witness was given 
the fact sheet beforehand containing all the information he or she would need 
in testimony. To assure a high level of realism, there were no scripts. 
Witnesses simply came prepared to answer any questions that might be asked of 
them by the attorneys. The trial re-enactments were videotaped at the 
University of Wisconsin Law School courtroom over the course of a weekend. 
Each of the thirteen offenses was filmed individually (the joinder 
manipulations were accomplished through editing). The cases were essentially 
"tried" spontaneously on camera, resulting in an abbreviated but complete 
trial lasting from 30 to 45 minutes for each individual offense. 

,The experimental conditions were created by editing together combinations 
of three charges each, all of which contained the target offense in 
combination with two other charges. In fact, it is because the content of the 
target offense remained constant across charges that it was not necessary to 
precisely control the content of the trial re-enactments. The edited versions 
were presented in the form a joined trial is actually conducted. Following an 
introduction by the judge, the prosecuting attorney makes opening statements 
for each of the three charges, followed by opening statements for each charge 
by the defense attorney. The prosecuting attorney then calls witnesses for 
the first, second, and third charge respectively, and each witness is subject 
to both direct and cross-examination. After the prosecution has called all 
its witnesses, the defense calls witnesses for each of the three chal'ges. 
Following testimony, each attorney presents closing arguments for each of the 
three charges. Finally come the judge's instructions on the law, including 
the joinder instruction for the three instruction conditions. The content of 
the target offense remained identical in all conditions, and the target offense 
material always came first. The target offense presented as a single trial 
constituted the control group for all experimental conditions. Each joined 
trial lasted from 1 1/2 to 2 hours, and the single trial lasted approximately 
50 minutes. 

Procedure. Subjects participated in evening sessions at the psychology 
building in groups of six to sixteen per session. A block randomization 
procedure was used to determine the order in which the conditions were run. 
Subjects first viewed the videotaped trial in black and white on a 19" 
television moniter. Immediately following the trial they individually 
answered a short "pre-deliberation" questionnaire on which they indicated their 
verdict preference, certainty in verdict and likelihood of defendant guilt. 
While they were completing the questionnaire the experimenter set up a color 
video camera in the corner of the room for filming deliberations. Subjects 
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were then for~ed into one or two groups of six members for deliberation and 
~ny extr~ subJ 7cts ~ere sent to a separate location to begin answerin ~ 
non-dellberatln~" Jur?r questionnaire (described below). \'lhen two s~x-person 

gr?ups were run ln a slngle session, one group was taken to a second room in 
Whl~h a camera had been previously set up. Juries were instructed to 
dellberate,and re~ch a unanimous verdict, and were given a form on which to 
record thelr verdlct for each charge. If an experienced juror had previousl 
been foreman of a jury, that juror was appointed foreman, otherwise a forema~ 
was selected rand?mly b~ the eXperimenter. The experimenter then turned on 
the camera t? begln ~aPln~ the deliberations, and left the room to allow the 
group to ~ellberate ln prlvate. A monitor was set up outside the room so th t 
~~: e~~e:~me~ter could periodically check on the progress of deliberations aA e lml 0 one hour was placed on deliberations, and juries were not . 
allowed to declare,themselves hung if they had not deliberated the full hour 
~r~~~s w~:e a~S~,glV~n warnings by the experimenter after 50 and 55 minutes ~f 

e 1 era lon.ln lcatlng that they had only a few more minutes in which to 
;.;~~~ ~ ~7~dlC~: ;'OlloWi~g deliberations, subjects individually completed a 

- e ~ era lon questlonnaire which is described below. Subjects were 
then.debrlefed in a group and paid $20 by the experimenter. The entire 
seSSlon lasted from 2 to 3 1/2 hours. 

Dependent Measures 

Pre-deliberation questionnaire Prior to dell'ber' t· . . d"d 1 . a lon, Jurors 
ln lVl ual y answered a short questionnaire which contained the following 
measu~es f?r each.charge: (1) verdict-- guilty or not guilty, (2) 
~e~ta~nt~ ln verdlc.t on a 9-point scale,' (3) probability of guilt of the 

e ~n an on a 9-poln~ scale and (4) reasonable doubt standard on a 9-point 

Iscate. Due to ~he fallure of a large number of subjects to understand the 
as question, lt was excluded from analysis. 

. Group verdict. After the group had reached a verdict 
gUllty, t~e :oreman.recorded the verdict on a sheet provided 
For ~ung Jurles an lndividual poll was taken and recorded on 
proVlded. 

of guilty or not 
for each charge. 
the sheet 

. Coding scheme for deliberations. Each statement by each juror was 
lnto at least one of 38 categories. If a statement fit in more than one 
c?telgory it was coded more than once; hOI.,.ever, most statements fit only a 
slng e category. The categories included: 

coded 

1. Cas~ facts: Case facts were defined as any statements concernin the 
f~cts or eVldence ln the case, and included descriptions of events tha~ tO~k 
p b ac~, t~eferences to facts brought out in testimony, or any factual in~ormation 
a ou .e case. Case facts were also coded for direction, resultin in four 
categones of case facts: '(a) positive (pro-defendant), (b) negati~e 
(anti-defendant), (c) neutral and (d) questions about case facts (Fo 11 
cat~gories, positive direction was defined as pro-defendant neg~tive ~sa 
antl-defendant.) , 

2. Errors .. Factual errors were coded for the target charge only. 
Errors were deflned as statements that were factually incorrect Four 
categor~es of errors were coded: (a) positive, (b) negative, (c) neutral 
correctlons of errors--these occurred when one group member pointed out ' 
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another group member's error. 

3. Verdict statements. These were defined as eXPlici(·t)statem~nts o~ t 
verdict preference in categories (a) guilt, (b) innocen?e, ~ questions a ou 
verdicts (e.g. "do you think he's guilty?"). Included 1n th1S ca~egor~ were 
formal voting or polling of the jurors, as well as any statement 1n Wh1Ch a 
juror indictated they thought the defendant was either innocent or guilty. A 
special category (d) was added under the verdict h:ad~ng ~ecause it ~ame up 
fairly often, this category applied to statements 1nd1cat1ng that ~ Juror 
thought the defendant was guilty, but that there was not enough eV1d~nc~ to 
prove it, i.e., "I think he's guilty but the evidence doesn't prove 1t, and 
variations thereof. 

4. Reasonable doubt. This heading defined statements referring to the 
legal definitions of reasonable doubt and presumption of ~nnocence as 
presented in thp. judges instructions at the end of th~ ~r1al: ~hes~ 
statements were coded into three categories: (a) pos1t1ve--1nd1cat1ng that 
there was a reasonable doubt, (b) negative--indicating lack of doubt, and (c) 
neutral--for example, discussion of what the judge meant by reasonable doubt. 

5. Verdict elements. Verdict elements are defined as statemen~s 
referring to the part of the judges instructions .in wh~ch the charge .1S 
defined. For example, in defining burglary the Judge 1nstructs the Jury that 
in order to prove burglary it must be determined that the defendant enter:d 
the building, without the owner's consent and with intent.to steal. Verd1ct 
elements were coded as (a) positive--indications that var1o~s elements of the 
charge had been proved (b) negative--indications that certa1n elements.h~d.not 
been proved, or (c) neutral--which involved discussion.of what the.def1n1t1on 
for a particular charge'was, with no positive or negat1ve connotat1ons. 

6. Evidence sufficiency. These were statements indicating that there 
was (negative)or was not (positive) enough evidence to convict the defendant. 

7. Witnesses. Evaluative statements about trial witn:sses were coded 
into six categories: prosecution witness (positive or ~e~at1ve), the.defendant 
(positive or negative) and other defense witnesses (pos:t1ve or negat1ve). 
There were almost no statements in any of these categor1es--when.the number of 
statement categories, all six categories were summed, they const1tuted less 
than 1% of all statements. Therefore these data were not analyzed and will not 
be reported. 

8. Joinder issues. Statement specifically referring to joinder were 
coded for joined conditions only, since subjects in the con~rol co~d~tion 
would have no reason to make such references. Five categor1es.of J01~der 
issues were coded. (a) Confusion was defined as statements Wh1Ch ind1cated 
that jurors did not remember wlich facts went with which cha~g~, as well as 
direct statements that it was confusing to have the charges J01~ed .together. 
(b) Accumulation was defined as using evidence from one charge 1n Judgements 
of other charges. For example, jurors might mention facts from one off:n~e 
when discussing another, or draw connections among the c~arges .. (c) Cr1m1nal 
inferences were statements that the defendant must be gU1lty, Slnce he was 
charged with multiple offenses. (d) Instructions were coded for the 
instructions condition only--these were references to the joinder instructions 
manipulation. There were so few statements in this category (0.1%) that these 
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were not analyzed. (e) Other joinder issues were defined as references to 
joinder that were not codable in any of the above categories. 

9. Other statements. Other statements coded were (a) references to the 
experiment, (b) directions designed to structure the discussion, (c) group 
outbursts, (d) irrelevent statements, and (e) uncodable statements. Category 
(d) and (e) were later collapsaed into a "miscellaneous" category. 

Post-deliberation questionnaire. Following deliberations, jurors 
responded to a longer questionnaire designed to assess the processing of trial 
information. Non-deliberating subjects completed the same questionnaire 
without participating in deliberations. 

1. Background information. Subjects were asked to indicate their age, 
sex, occupation, income, and various other demographic characteristics. 

2. Trial ratings. Subjects rated the realism of the trial and their 
interest and involvement in the trial on 9-point scales. 

3. Requirements of proof. Subjects were asked two questions designed 
to assess their perceptions of innocence and reasonable doubt. The first 
question was: "A defendant should be found gUil ty if there is at least _% 
chance he has committed the crime." This can be considered a measure of a 
juror's criterion for conviction. A second question was: "Approximately_% 
of all defendants brought to trial are guilty." This can be considered a 
rough measure of the juror's presumption of innocence. 

4. Defendant ratings. Subjects were asked to rate the defendant on 
the following eleven 9-point bipolar scales: honest-dishonest, dangerous-not 
dangerous, likeable-dislikeable, good-bad, sincere-insincere, believable
unbelievable, calm-nervous, moral-immoral, attractive-unattractive, future 
crime likely-unlikely, a typical criminal-not a typical criminal. The 
purpose of these measures was to assess inferences about the defendant's' 
disposition. 

5. Memory. Subjects were given two memory tasks designed to assess 
their degree of confusion between charges. (a) Free recall. For each case 
subjects were asked to list the evidence that most strongly supported the 
prosecution's case, and to do the same for defense evidence. (b) 
Recognition. Subjects were given a multiple choice recognition task and 
were asked to choose which facts were contained in the target charge from 
among (1) correct items actually contained in the target offense, (2) factual 
errors about the target offense and (3) items fro~ the other two non-target 
charges which were attributed to target offense witnesses. These items 
constituted a measure of confusion. (c) Judges' instructions. Subjects in 
the instructions conditions were also asked for free recall of the judge's 
instructions with respect to multiple charges. 

6. Evidence ratings. Subjects were asked to rate the strength of the 
evidence for prosecution and defense overall for each charge on a scale from 
(very weak) to 9 (very strong). Subjects were also asked to rate the 
incriminating value of four specific items of evidence for each charge, two 
for prosecution and two for defense. on a scale from 1 (strongly indicates 
innocence) to 9 (strongy indicates guilt). The evidence ratings provided a 
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measure of accumulation of evidence. 

7. Similarity ratings. As a manipulation check, subjects in joined 
conditions rated the similarity of the charges and the evidence contained in 
the three charges. Subjects also rated the similarity of the charges with 
respect to the legal precedents for joining charges. They were asked to what 
extent the three charges established a similar motive, intent, plan, identity, 
and disposition. On the final page of the questionnaire subjects were asked 
questions specifically pertaining to joinder in terms of fairness and whether 
they felt that joinder had affected their decisions. 

Pre-deliberation Results 

Manipulation Checks. Subjects in joined conditions rated the similarity 
of the type of offense charged and the evidence contained in the charged 
offenses on scales from 1 (highly similar) to 9 (highly dissimilar). Data for 
each measure were analyzed in 3 (charge similarity) x 2 (evidence similarity) 
analyses of variance collapsed across the instruction variable. For charge 
similarity ratings there was a main effect for charge similarity, f (2,617) 
= 48.75, p < .0001, and a main effect for evidence similarity, f (1,617) = 
6.83, p <-.01, and no interactions. The mean ratings of charge similarity 
in identical, similar, and dissimilar charge conditions were 3.39, 4.17, and 
5.62 respectively, and this effect was fairly large in magnitude, Effect Size 
(Epsilon, Cohen, 1977) = .37. Subjects also rated charges containing similar 
evidence as more similar (M = 4.22) than charges containing dissimilar 
evidence (M = 4.76), although this effect was not large, ES = .10. For 
evidence similarity ratings there was a main effect for evidence similarity, 
F (1,617) = 20.53, p < .0001, ES = .175, no effect for charge 
similarity, and no interactions. -:Subjects in similar evidence conditions 
rated the evidence as more similar (M = 3.95) than subjects in dissimilar 
evidence conditions (M = 4.75). The results indicate that both manipulations 
were effective, although the charge similarity manipulation was stronger than 
the evidence similarity manipulation. 

Verdicts. Prior to deliberation, subjects provided individual verdict 
preference (guilty or not guilty), and rated certainty in verdict and 
probability of the defendant's guilt on 9-point scales. These ratings were 
analyzed for all subjects (deliberating and non-deliberating), since 
deliberating and non-deliberating groups were equivalent prior to 
deliberation. Analyses were performed on the first (target) charge only, 
since it was the only charge that remained constant across conditions--the 
other two charges served as the experimntal manipulations. Because the design 
was not a full factorial design, and since many of the effects of interest 
involved comparison of different experimental conditions with the single 
control group, a series of planned comparisons was performed as recommended by 
Himmelfarb (1975). A modified Bonferonni procedure was used to control error 
rates (Keppel, 1982). Results with a probability less than .035 are 
considered significant. Experimental-control comparisons for which the 
hypotheses predicted higher ratings in joined versus control conditions were 
tested using one-tailed significance tests, and experimental-control 
comparisons for which the hypotheses were not directional used two-tailed 
tests. We will confine our discussion here to the effects of primary 
interest: joinder (versus the control group), instructions (versus 
no-instructions), charge similarity, evidence similarity, and interactions 
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among these factors. 1 

The proportion of individual qui1ty verdicts and probability of guilt ratings 
obtained in the ten experimental conditions are provided in Table 2-4. Analysis revealed 
a significant effect for joinder, .!:.. (722) = 2.57, .E. < .01, Effect Size = .10, with a 
mean proportion of 39% guilty verdicts in joined conditions, as opposed to 24% guilty 
verdicts in the control group. There was no effect for instructions; in fact 
conviction rates in joined-instructions (M = .38) and no-instructions (M = .39) 
co~ditions.w7re ~rtua11y identical. There were no effect for charge similarity or 
e~dence s1m11ar1ty, although there was a tendeny of marginal significance, F (1,722) = 
3.05,.E. = .08, ES = .06) for more convictions in dissimilar evidence (M = .4"3) than 
similar evidence (M = .35) conditions. There were no interactions among any of the 
variables. On the basis of the verdict results, it can be concluded that joinder 
significantly increased the likelihood of conviction, and that judges' instructions were 
totally ineffective in reducing these effects. 

Certainty in. verdict. In analyses of verdict certainty ratings, no significant 
results were obta1ned. All subjects were equally confident in their verdicts regardless 
of condition. Mean certainty ratings ranged from 6.69 to 7.47 on a 9-point scale. 

Probability of guilt. It was predicted that subjects in joined conditions would 
judge the defendant as more likely to be guilty than subjects in the single case control 
group. Although the direction of the means supports this prediction, the joinder 
effect overall ~"as only marginally significant, t (721) = 1.46, E = .07, ES = .05 with 
means of 5.41 for joined trials and 4.99 for the--control group. ~ere was a marginally 
significant effect for evidence similarity, F (1,721) = 3.85, E = .05, in which subjects 
in dissimilar evidence conditions rated guilt as higher (M = S-:-69) than subjects in 
similar evidence conditions (M = 5.21). This result parallels the result obtained for 
verdict--subjects also returned more guilty verdicts when evidence was dissimilar. 
There were no instruction effects or interactions on the probability of guilt ratings. 

Deliberation Results 

Reliability checks. The deliberation videotapes were coded by two undergraduate 
assistants. One person coded approximately two-thirds of the juries, the other coded 
the remaining one-third. In order to assess coder reliability, the two coders 
independently coded a sample of four juries (approximately 2 hours of deliberation). 
Correlations between coders were computed on the number of statements coded for each 
juror under various category headings. The correlations were as fol10~~: case facts: 
r = .85; verdict statements: r = .86; other legal issues (reasonable doubt, verdict 
elements, evidence sufficiencyli: ~ = .79; errors: r = .52; multiple charges: r =.57; 
other statements (directions, experiment, miscellaneous): r = .90. Thus, with the 
exception of the error and multiple charge categories, (botl1 of which were infrequent) 
interrater reliability was high. Also, close to 90% of all statements were coded into 
meaningful categories, with only 11.5% coded into the miscellaneous category. 

We began our deliberation analyses by examining discussion of the target offense 
(which was the only offense common to all joined conditions). For each juror, the 
frequency of statements in each category was divided by the total number of statements 
made by that juror. Analyses were performed on the proportion of statements made in 
each category. The mean proportion of statements on each category are presented for 
each experimental condition in Table 2-6 and for each charge (first, second and third) 
in Table 2-7. These are broken down by experimental conditions for the most important 
categories. Planned comparisons were used to examine the following effects: Joinder 
effects (control vs. joined conditions), instruction effects (vs. no instructions), 
charge similarity effects, evidence similarity effects and interactions. 

Case facts. There were two marginally significant joinder effects for case fact 
categories, one for negative facts, t (530) = 1.75, .E. =.08; and one for questions about 
case facts, t = 1.86,.E..= .06. Negative facts were trore frequent in joined conditions 
(M = 10.9) toan in the control group (M 

1 A complete summary of all analyses is available from the authors. 
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Table 2-5. Proportion of stat~ements in each category (target charge). 

Condition (see Table 2-3) Table 2-4. Proportion of guilty verdicts 
Grand Cbntrol Joined Mean 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean CHARGE SIMILARITY 

CONTROL EVIDENCE 
n= (540) (42) (60) (60) (48) (54) (60) (48) (60) (54) (54) (498) 

GROUP SIMILARITY IDENTICAL STIHLAR DISSIMILAR 
Case Facts 
Positive 11.7 14. :j 13.1 9.4 7.8 10.0 11.9 14.4 10.1 12.7 11.9 11.5 Negative 10.6 6.8 10.4 11.8 9.3 9.0 13.2 11. 1 7.0 17.3 12.8 10.9 

.24 Similar .32 .36 .33 Neutral 7.8 7.1 9.2 9.3 4.4 7.4 6.1 5.2 8.3 10.5 7.7 7.8 n = (83) (77) (68) (74) No QJestions 9.7 13.0 8.1 9.8 8.4 8.5 10.4 8.7 7.8 11.6 10.8 9.4 Instruc-
tions Errors Dissimilar .43 .41 .46 ----Positive 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.2 (68) (72) (72) 

Negative 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 Neutral 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.6 Corrections 0.8 0.4 0.7 1.5 0.7 0.4 1.2 0.4 1.2 1 • 1 0.7 0.9 
Vedict Statements 
Guilty 6.4 :2.7 6.0 5.8 3.9 6.0 3.4 2.0 1.3 3.3 6.9 7.7 

Similar .36 .43 .35 Instruc- Not guilty 14.4 11.8 9.9 13.4 29.5 14.4 13.3 10.4 17.5 11.6 14.1 14.6 (69 ) (76) (69) tions 
Questions 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.3 1.3 2.8 1.3 2.1 0.5 1.2 Guil ty but not 1.5 2.5 0.5 2.0 1.9 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.9 1.0 1.7 1.4 enough proof 

Reasonable Doubt 
Positive 1.9 3.8 1.6 1. 1 0.8 0.9 2.6 1.5 3.5 2.0 1.4 1.8 Negative 0.5 0.2 0." 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.3 1.3 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.5 Neutral 1. 1 2.2 1.3 1. 1 0.4 0.7 1.9 0.6 1. 1 0.7 0.8 1.0 

Evidence sufficiency 
Positive 2.6 3.9 3.5 2.9 1.3 1.5 2.5 3.7 3.6 1.6 1.2 2.5 Negative 0.9 0.6 0.8 1.4 1. 1 1.2 1.7 0.7 0.3 1 . 1 0.6 0.9 
Verdict elements 
Positive 1.5 1.2 0.8 1.4 0.2 1.2 2.6 3.1 2.1 0.6 1.8 1.6 Negative 0.04 0.05 0.2 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.06 0.04 0.0 0.04 Neutral 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.0 1. 1 0.6 1.2 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.7 
Joinder issues 
Cbnfusion 0.8 0.0 1.3 1. 1 1.0 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.7 0.4 0.2 0.9 

1.4 0.5 
I 

0.4 0.9 
Accumulation 0.8 0.0 2.0 1.7 0.05 0.2 1 • 1 0.0 arimo inferences 0.9 0.0 1. 1 1.5 0.9 1.5 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.0 1.0 other 0.9 0.0 2.5 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.1 1.4 0.5 0.2 1.0 

Other (Overall means only) 
Witnesses 0.8 
Experiment 4.3 
Directions 6.2 

~ Group outburst 0.9 
Miscellaneous 10.6 
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Table 2- 6 

Proportions and frequencies of statements per juror in each category. 

Category Charge 1 Charge 2 Charge 3 Total 

% F % Freq % Freq % Freq 0 req ___________________ _ 

--------------------------------------------------------
CASE FACTS 

positive 
Negative 
Neutral 
Questions 
Total 

11.7 
10.7 
7.6 
9.6 

39.6 

1.82 
1.66 
1.18 
1.49 
6.15 

ERRORS 1 
Positive 0.2 0.03 
Negative 0.2 0.03 
Neutral 0.6 0.09 
Corrections 0.9 0.14 
Total 1.9 .29 

VERDICTS 
Guilty 
Not Guilty 
Questions 
Guilty, 

No Proof 
Total 

REASONABLE 
DOUBT 

Posi tive 
Negative 
Neutral 
Total 

EVIDENCE 
SUFFICIENCY 

Positive 
Negative 
Total 

VERDICT 
ELEMENTS 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 
Total 

MULTIPLE 
CHARGES 

6.5 
14.3 
1.2 

1.5 
23.5 

2.0 
0.5 
1.1 
3.6 

2.6 
0.9 
3.5 

1.6 
0.0 
0.7 
2.3 

Confusion 0.8 
Accumulation 0.8 
Inferences 0.9 
Other 0.9 
Total 3.4 

OTHER 
Experi men t 4.3 
Directions 6.4 
Outburst 1.0 
Irrelevant, 
Uncodable 10.6 

Total 22.3 

SUM 100 

1.01 
2.22 
0.19 

0.23 
3.65 

0.31 
0.08 
0.17 
0.56 

0.40 
0.14 

.54 

0.25 
0.00 
0.11 
0.36 

0.12 
0.12 
0.14 
0.14 
0.53 

0.67 
0.99 
0 ... 16 

1.65 
3.46 

15.52 

10.9 
4.7 
8.4 
8.6 

32.6 

0.4 
33.4 

0.7 

1.0 
35.5 

0.9 
0.1 
0.3 
1.3 

3.1 
0.1 
3.2 

1.3 
0.2 
0.7 
2.2 

1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
3.9 

4.1 
3.8 
0.8 

9.1 
17 .8 

100 

0.73 
0.31 
0.56 
0.57 
2.18 

0.03 
2.23 
0.05 

0.07 
2.37 

0.06 
0.01 
0.02 
0.09 

0.21 
0.01 
0.22 

0.09 
0.01 
0.05 
0.15 

0.07 
0.06 
0.07 
0.07 
0.26 

0.27 
0.25 
0.05 

0.61 
1.19 

6.69 

8.9 
2.5 
8.3 
9.5 

29.2 

2.5 
32.7 

0.6 

0.7 
36.5 

0.8 
0.1 
0.6 
1.5 

2.5 
0.0 
2.5 

0.7 
0.0 
0.6 
1.3 

0.9 
0.5 
0.8 
2.3 
4.5 

6.5 
4.4 
1.0 

12 .5 
24.4 

100 

0.48 
0.13 
0.45 
0.51 
1.57 

0.13 
1.76 
0.03 

0.04 
1.97 

0.04 
0.01 
0.03 
0.08 

0.13 
0.00 
0.13 

0.04 
0.00 
0.03 
0.07 

0.05 
0.03 
0.04 
0.12 
0.24 

0.38 
0.24 
0.05 

0.68 
1.31 

5.38 

11.7 
8.4 
8.4 

10.4 
38.9 

'+.6 
18.6 
0.9 

1.2 
25.3 

1.6 
0.3 
0.9 
0.8 

2.7 
0.6 
3.3 

1.4 
0.1 
0.7 
2.2 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.4 
4.4 

4.6 
5.0 
1.0 

11.5 
22.1 

100 

3.22 
2.31 
2.31 
2.83 

10.70 

1.27 
5.12 
0.25 

0.33 
6.96 

0.44 
0.08 
0.25 
0.77 

0.74 
0.17 
0.91 

0.39 
0.03 
0.19 
0.61 

0.28 
0.28 
0.28 
0.39 
1.21 

1.27 
1.38 
0.28 

3.16 
6.08 

27.51 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1Errors were not coded for Charges 2 and 3. 

= 6.8), and there were more questions in the control group (M = 13.0) than in 
joined conditions (M = 9.4). Although the joinder effect overall for positive 
facts was not significant, there were significantly fewer facts in the 
joined-similar charge conditions eM = 8.9) than in the control group (M = 
14.5), ~ = 2.08, .E. = .04. Thus there is some indication that subjects 
made more negative and fewer positive statements when charges were joined. For 
neutral case facts, there were no joinder effects, but there was an 
instruction effect, ~ = 1.92, .p. = .05, which indicated that subjects made 
more neutral statements with instructions (M = 8.8) than without eM = 6.9). 
There was also a main effect for charge similarity on neutral case facts, F 
(2, 306) = 3.30, .p. = .04, which indicated that jurors made more neutral -
statements in identical' (M = 9.2) than in similar (M = 6.3) or dissimilar (M 
= 6.1) charge conditions. Evidence similarity had no effects on any case 
facts categories, and neither char~e similarity nor instructions influenced 
positive facts, negative facts or questions. There were no interactions among 
any of the variables. 

Errors. None of the an~y3es yielded significant effects on any of the 
error categories, and jurors made few errors at a1l--the four error categories 
together constituted only 1.8% of target charge discussion. 

Verdict statements. Overall there were more not guilty (M = 6.4) 
statements--this parallels the initial and final verdict results in which more 
not guilty than were obtained. For the proportion of guilty statements, the 
joinder effect overall was not significant, but there was a marginally 
significant difference between the joinder-identical charge conditions and the 
control group, ~ = 1.75, .p. = .08, with more guilty statements in the 
joined-identical conditions (M = 5.9) than the control group eM = 2.7). In 
terms of not guilty statements, the joinder effect was again not significant, 
but there was a significant difference between joined-similar charge conditions 
and the control group, ~ = 2.71, .E. = .007, which was opposite to 
prediotions--subjects in the joined-similar charge conditions made more not 
guilty statements (M = 22.0) than subjects in the control group eM = 11.8). 
There was also a main effect for charge similarity, E (2,306) = 10.04, .E. = 
.0001, not guilty statements in the similar charge condition were also more 
frequent than in identical (M = 10.7) or dissimilar (M = 11.8) charge 
conditions. There were no significant effects for any of the manipulations on 
verdict questions or the "guil ty but no proof" category. There were no 
evidence similarity effects, instruction effects or interactions on any of the 
verdict categories. 

Reasonable doubt. For positive reasonable doubt statements (i.e., 
expressions of doubt) there was a significant joinder effect, t = 2.59, with 
more doubt expressed in the control (M = 3.8) versus Joined (M =-1.8) 
conditions. There was also a main effect for instructions on positive 
reasonable doubt, ~ = 1.97, .E. = .05; subjects expressed more doubt with 
instructions (M = 2.3) than without eM = 1.4). There was also a charge 
similarity effect on positive reasonable doubt, E = 2.97, .E. = .05, with 
means of 1.}, 0.7 and 2.3 in identical, similar, and dissimilar charge 
conditions. Thus subjects expressed most doubt when charges were dissimilar. 
There were no evidence similarity effects or interactions for positive 
reasonable doubt. The negative reasonable doubt (i.e., lack of doubt) 
category occurred infrequently (0.5%) and none of the analyses yielded 
significant effects. For neutral reasonable doubt (i.e., discussions of the 
definition of reasonable doubt), there was a significant joinder effect, ~ = 
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2.37, E = .02; neutral statements occurred more frequently in the control 
group (i~ = 2.2) than in experimental groups (M = 1.0). There were no other 
main effects or interactions for neutral reasonable doubt statements. 

Evidence sufficiency. The overall joinder effect on positive evidence 
sufficiency (i.e., lack of evidence) was not significant; however, the similar 
charge-joined conditions were significantly different from the control group, 
t = 2.24, p = .025. Subjects in the control group made more statements 
concerning-the lack of sufficient evidence (M = 3.9) than subjects in the 
joined-similar charge condition~ (M = 1.4). There were no other main effects 
or interactions in the evidence sufficiencey category (positive or negative). 

Verdict elements. For positive verdict elements, the joinder effect 
overall was not significant. There was a significant difference between the 
joined-dissimilar charge condition (M = 2.8) and the control group (M = 1.2), 
1 = 2.14, as well as a significant charge similarity effect, E = 7.76, E 
= .0005, with more positive statements in dissimilar (M = 2.8) than similar (M 
= 0.8) or identical (M = 1.2) charge conditions. No other analyses yielded 
significant effects or positive verdict elements, and there were no significant 
effects on negative verdict elements (whiqh were extremely rare M = 0.047). 
For neutral verdict elements, there was a main effect for evidence similarity, 
F = 4.58, p = .03, with means of 1.1 for dissimilar evidence and 0.5 for 
similar evidence conditions. No other effects or interactions were 
significant. 

Joinder issues. Because discussion of joinder 'issues was only possible 
in joined conditions, it was not meaningful to compare joined and control 
groups. For statements indicating confusion, there were no effects for charge 
similarity, evidence similarity or instructions. For accumulation (combining 
evidence across charges) there was a main effect for charge similarity, F = 
4.76, E = .01, with means of 0.3, 0.7, and 1.8 in dissimilar, similar and 
identical charge conditions. This suggests that accumulation increased as 
charge similarity increased, although this result should be interpreted with 
~aution due to the lower reliability of ratings in the joinder issue 
categories. For criminal inferences, there was a main effect fOI" evidence 
similarity, E = 4.91, E = .03, with more inferences in dissimilar (M = 1.8) 
than similar (M = .07) evidence conditions. For other joinder statements (that 
did not fit into confusion, accumulation, or criminal inference categories) 
there was a main effect for charge similarity, F = 4.69, with means of 0.9, 
0.6, and 1.8 in dissimilar, similar and identical-charge conditions. No other 
effects were significant on joinder issues. 

Taken as a whole, the effects of manipulations on the proportion of 
statements in various categories were relatively weak. This was particularly 
true for the charge similarity, evidence similarity, and instruction 
manipulation, which produced almost no influence. However, there were some 
effects obtained for joinder, and these were consistent with predictions and 
with questionnaire results. Joinder effects occurred primarily in two 
categories: case facts and reasonable doubt. Subjects in joined conditions 
made less positive and more negative statements than subjects in the control 
group, and expressed less dOUbt about the defendant's guilt. 
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Individual and group voting behavior. Table 2-7 presents the group 
verdicts for each of the three charges as a function of the number of 
jurors who initially voted to convict. It is apparent that all cases were 
on the weak side, with 63% acquittals on the first charge, 80% acquittals 
on the second, and 79% on the third. The results indicate that majorities 
tended to prevail; on the first charge there were only six reversals of 
initial majorities; two groups with initial 4-2 splits for conviction 
ultimately acquitted, and four groups with 2-4 splits convicted. For the 
second and third charges, there were four reversals apiece. Thus, the 
present data demonstrate the well documented finding that the initial 
juror vote distribution is a good predictor of the final group outcome 
(Davis, 1973; Kalven & Zeisel, 1966; Penrod & Hastie, 1979, 1980' Stasser 
& Davis, 1981). 

Deliberations across time. In order to investigate the progress of 
deliberations over time, the frequencies of statements in each category 
were analyzed in separate 3 X 4 (Charge X Time) repeated measures analyses 
of variance, where change refers to dis~ussion of the first second and . ' , 
th~rd charges respectively; and time refers to the first, second, third, 
and fourth quarters of deliberation. A similar, and not very surprising, 
pattern of results was obtained on most categories, so we will concentrate 
out discussion here on the most important categories only (case facts and 
verdicts) • 

For positive case facts, there was a main effect for Charge F 
(2,870) = 60.37, ~ <.001; a main effect for Time, F (3,1305) = 3:13, E = 
.023; and a Charge X Time interaction, I (6,2610) ~ 17.62, ~ <.001. The 
charge effect indicated that positive facts were most frequently mentioned 
with respect ot the first charge (M=1.97), and less frequently mentioned 
for the second (M=.89) and third (M=.63) charges. Similar charge effects 
were obtained on virtually all categories, reflecting the fact that more 
time was spent discussing the first charge than the second two. For the 
time main effect, the frequencies during the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
quarters of deliberation were 0.86, 0.80, 1.0, and 0.83. The Charge X 
Time interaction is graphed on the left side of Figure 2-1. Not 
surprisingly, discussion of Charge 1 was most frequent at Tim~ 1 and 
declined steadily over time. Discussion of positive facts for Charge 2 
first increased and then decreased, while Charge 3 was primarily discussed 
during the second half of deliberations. This suggests that jurors 
discussed the three cases in logical progression, beginning with the first 
charge, then moving on to the second and finally the third. A similar 
pattern of results was obtained on most content categories. This finding 
supports Hastie, Penrod, and Pennington's (1983) notion of agenda setting, 
which postulates that juries form agendas, or decision sequences, which 
they follow when making mUltiple judgments. 

For negative case facts, there were again main effects for Charge, F 
(2,870) = 93.78, ~ < .001; Time, I (3,1305) = 12.29, ~ < .001; and a 
Charge X Time interaction, I (6,2610) = 27.63, ~ < .001. The frequencies 
for Charges 1, 2, and 3 respectively were 1.86, 0.48, and 0.20; and the 
frequencies in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,; and 4th quarters were 0.84, 0.74, 1.34, 
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TABLE 2-7 

Jury Verdicts as a Function of Initial Votes 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHARGE 1 VERDICTS CHARGE 2 VERDICTS CHARGE 3 VERDICTS 

Initial votes 
for Not Not Not 

conviction Guilty Guilty Hung Guilty Guilty Hung Guilty Guilty Hung 

---------------------------------------------~---------------------------------
0 8 0 0 15 0 0 30 0 2 

1 19 0 3 31 0 1 28 1 1 

2 22 4 4 26 1 2 13 1 0 

3 12 2 7 5 1 2 6 2 1 

4 2 8 4 2 1 2 2 1 1 

5 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 63 19 18 80 3 7 79 6 5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d 

and 0.47. The Charge X Time interaction is graphed in the right half of 
Figure 2-1, and the pattern of results is very similar to that obtained 
for positive facts. Both charge and time main effects as well as their 
interaction were statistically significant for neutral and question case 
fact categories, and the pattern jof results was again similar (these 
results are not reported here, but can be obtained from the authors). 

Repeated measures analyses were also performed on jurors' verdict 
preferences. For guilty votes, there were main effects for Charges, F 
(2,874) = 83.98, ~ < .001; Time, ! (3,1311) = 11.55, ~ < .001; and a 
Charge X Time interaction, ! (6,2622) = 15.03, ~ < .001. The mean 
frequencies of guilty statements per juror were 0.74 for Charge 1, 0.28 
for Charge 2, and 0.17 for Charge 3. The frequencies in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th quarter were 0.40, 0.22, 0.23, and 0.34f. The Charge Time X 
interaction is graphed in Figure 2-2, left side. For the first Charge, 
guilty statements were most frequent in the first quarter and then leveled 
off, whereas for the second and third charges, guilty statements increased 
across time. For not guilty preferences, similar results were obtained. 
There were main effects for Charges, ! (2,874) = 5.25, ~ =.005; Time, ! 
(3,1311) = 37.43, ~ < .001; and a Charge X Time interaction, ! (6,2622) = 
28.28, ~ < .001. The mean frequencies for Charges 1, 2, and 3 were 1.13, 
1.17 and 1.02; and the frequencies in the first, second, third, and fourth 
quarters resspectively werer 0.72,0.67,0.66, and 1.28. The Charge X 
Time interacton is graphed in the right half of Figure 2-2. For Charge 1, 
not guilty votes decreased from Time 1 to Time 3, but increased somewhat 
during the last quarter of deliberations. For Charges 2 and 3, not guilty 
statements increased steadily as time progressed. ' 

Although the verdict and case fact results were similar in most 
respects, there were some interesting differences between these two 
categories with respect to the effects of time. Discussion of case facts 
was concentrated more in the middle of deliberations (reaching its peak in 
the third quarter), whereas verdict preferences were stated more in the 
beginning, and even more so at the end. This pattern of results suggests 
a decision making sequence or agenda (Hastie et al., 1983) in which jurors 
initially state their verdict preferences, then get down to discussing the 
facts, and finally review their revised verdict choices and make their 
decisions. 

Total deliberations. Path analyses on each individual charge suggest 
that for the first charge, jurors' deliberations stem from their initial 
verdict preferences, and thereby influence the outcome. For the second 
and third charges, jurors' final votes are based directly on their initial 
vote preferences, and less on the evidence. We also found that jurors 
spent less time discussing the second and third charges than they did the 
first. In addition, the predictive accuracy of the path models for 
Charges 2 and 3 was far inferior to that of Charge 1. All of the above 
facts together suggest that jurors may use other information in their 
judgements of later charges that is not captured in the individual charge 
models. Specifically, jurors may use information from the charges they 
judged previously. 
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In order to investigate this possibility, we incorporated data from 
each of the three charges into a single path analysis. The path model 
included the following variables: jurors' initial votes on charges 1, 2, 
and 3; the total proportion of statements (collapsed across charges) in 
each of the ;four main content categories (positive and negaUve facts, 
guilty and not guilty statements), and jurors' final votes on Charges 1, 
2, and 3. It was assumed that each decision could influence the 
subsequent one, therefore the variables were entered into the equation in 
the following order: initial vote for Charge 1, initial vote for Charge 2, 
initial vote for Charge 3, deliberation categories (all entered at the 
same level) final vote for Charge 1, final vote for Charge 2, final vote 
for Charge 3. 

The path analysis results are presented in Figure 2-3. In terms of 
initial verdict preferences, jurors' votes on all three charges were 
significantly related to each other. With respect to predicting 
deliberation content, the initial vote on Charge 1 was a significant 
predictor of all four categories, the initial vote on Charge 3 
significantly predicted all categories except not guilty statements, and 
the only significant effect for Charge 2's initial vote was on negative 
facts. Thus, as in the analyses of individual charges, vote 1 had a 
stronger influence on deliberations than votes 2 and 3. 

The final vote for Charge 1 was significantly predicted by 3 of 4 
content categories ( surprisingly, positive facts had no effect). None of 
jurqrs' initial votes significantly influenced final votes for Charge 1; 
as in the individual case analysis the effects of initial votes were 
indirect rather than direct. For Charge 2's final vote, none of the 
content categories were significant predictors, although the coefficients 
for guilty and not guilty statements were marginally significant ( ~ < 
.10). The only significant predictors of Charge 2 final votes were 
jurors' initial votes on Charge 2, and their final votes on Charge 1. For 
Charge 3, 3 of 4 content categories significantly predicted final votes, 
although these effects were weaker than those obtained for Charge 1. 
Jurors' final votes on the previous two charges were much stronger 
predictors of final votes on Charge 3 than was deliberation content, and 
the initial vote on Charge 3 was also a significant predictor of he final 
vote. The amount of variance accounted for in the final vote (39%) was 
far superior to the R-squared of .16 that was obtained when Charge 3 was 
considered alone • 

The preceding analysis creates an overall picture of the dynamics of 
the deliberation process. Jurors spend a good deal of time discussing the 
first charge, their deliberations are influenced by their initial votes, 
and they in fact make their decisions on the basis of their deliberations. 
Thus, it appears that an informal influence process operates to affect 
decisions on the first charge. For the second and third charges, jurors 
spend much less time discussing the case, and do not base their decisions 
as much on deliberations as they do on their previous votes (and 
presumably, the votes of other jurors). Thus, it appears that a normative 
social influence process is in operation for decisions on the second and 
third charges (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). 
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Figure 2-3. Percentage of Total Speaking Time for 4 main Categories/Initial and Final votes For 
Each Charge 
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Although our analyses suggest that jurors tend to base their 
subsequent decisions on previous ones, there is a plausible alternative 
explanation for the results, which can be interpreted using the same 
theory of social influences. The group verdict results presented in Table 
2-5b indicate that jurors were more strongly pre-disposed towards 
innocence for Charges 2 and 3 than they were for Charge 1. Thus, pressure 
to conform to the majority (i.e., normative influence) was probably 
stronger for Charges 2 and 3, therefore there was less consideration of 
the evidence. 

The Influence of Deliberations on Cognitive Processes 

In analyses reported earlier, we found that deliberating and 
non-deliberating jurors did not differ systematically in their memory for 
evidence, ratings of the evidence, or ratings of the defendant. A related 
question concerns the influence of persuasion that takes place during 
deliberations on jurors' thought processes following deliberations. If 
jurors are persuaded to change votes during deliberations, their impressions 
of the defendant and the evidence might differ from the impressions of jurors 
who did not change votes. In order to investigate this possibility, a series 
of 2 x 2 analyses of variance were performed on memory, evidence ratings and 
defendant ratings; in which the independent variables were (1) initial verdict 
preference (guilty of not guilty) and (2) final verdict preference (guilty or 
not guilty). This analysis allowed comparison among four different groups, (a) 
jurors whose intial and final votes were guilty, (b) jurors whose initial and 
final votes were not guilty, (c) jurors who shifted from guilty to not guilty, 
and (d) jurors who shifted from not guilty to guilty. Of primary interest were 
interactions between initial and final votes, since an interaction would 
indicate that jurors differed as a function of changes that took place during 
the deliberation process. 

Table 2-8 presents the initial and final vote distributions. Initially, 
38% of all jurors voted to convict, and the final conviction rate was 28%, so 
jurors tended to shift in the direction of innocence. This is an exaple of the 
well documented majority persuasion effect that has been demonstrated in jury 
decisions (Penrod & Hastie, 1979, 1980; stasser, Kerr, & Bray, 1982) as well as 
other small groups (Allen, 1965, 1975; Asch, 1951). 

On post-deliberation measures, there were several main effects for initial 
and final votes, which will not be reported since they repeat analyses reported 
previously. There were only a few initial and final vote interactions, the 
mens for these interactions are presented in Table 2-9. There were no 
interactions for memory measures. 

For overall defense evidence ratings, there was a marginally significant 
initial x final interaction, f. (1,585) = 3.26, .E. = .07. Jurors who voted 
not guilty on both initial and final votes rated the defense evidence as 
stronger 01 = 6.14) than jurors who shifted from guilty to not guilty (M = 
4.98), whereas jurors whose final vote was guilty did not differ as a fucntion 
of whether they had or had not changed their votes. This suggests that jurors 
who changed from guilty to not guilty were conforming to group pressure, but 
did not change their private impressions of defense evidence strength. 

A complementary finding was obtained for defendant criminality ratings, 
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Table 2-8. Initial by Final Vote Distribution 

INITIA.L --_._---

Guil ty 

Not Guilty 

n = 

Guil ty 

114 (19%) 

52 (9 %) 

166 (28%) 

FINA.L 

Not Guilty 

114 (19%) 

320 (53%) 

434 (72%) 

Table 2-9. Initial x Final Vote Interactions on 
Post-Deliberation Data 

J. Defense evidence overall 

Final ----
Initial Guil ty Not Guilty 

Guil ty 3.71 4.98 

Not Guil ty 4. 15 6. 14 

2. Defendant criminality ratings 

Final 
'---

Initial Gu il ty Not Guilty 

Guilty 29.47 27.82 

Not GUilty 28.30 23.81 
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in which the initial x final vote interactions was significant, F (1,550) = 
4.61, p <.03. Jurors whose initial and final votes were not guilty rated the 
defendant more favorably (M = 23.81) than jurors who changed from guilty to 
not guilty, suggesting that those who changed votes retained their private 
impression of defendant criminality. Again, jurors whose final vote was 
guilty did not differ as a function of whether they had changed votes. 

A final interaction sheds additional light on the vote changing process-
this interaction was obtained on the verdict certainty ratings made for 
initial preferences prior to deliberations. The means for this interaction are 
presented in Table 2-10. Jurors who shifted from not guilty to guilty were 
initially less certain of their votes from the other three groups. This 
uncertainty may have led them to change their impressions, not only in terms 
of verdict, but for defendant and evidence ratings as well. This could have 
been the result of informational influence that took place during discussion 
(Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Jurors who changed from guilt to innocence were 
initially as certain as those jurors who did not change votes. They may h~ve 
changed votes simply as a result of majority pressure (since the majority did 
initially favor innocence), without changing their impressions of the 
defendant or evidence. 

Post-Deliberation Memory Results 

Analyses of post-deliberation questionnaire responses were performed on 
deliberating jurors' responses only, since deliberating and non-deliberating 
groups were no longer equivalent at the time they completed the questionnaire. 
In addition, individual subjects were no longer independent, since they had 
deliberated together in groups, so all analyses employed groups (nested within 
conditions) as the error term for significant tests. 

Recognition task. The recognition task for joined conditions consisted 
of 16 mulitple-choice items containing 4 correct and 4 incorrect items about 
the target offense, and 8 "intrusion items" that were facts from the two 
non-targe offenses. Subjects were asked to choose as many or as few of these 
items as they thought were contained in the target charge testimony. Of 
course, subjects in the control group had not been exposed to any non-target 
testimony. They were given the recognition task containing the same correct 
and error items, along with intrusion items from all joinded conditions 
(which, with few exceptions, were different for each condition), thus subjects 
in the control group had almost six times as many opportunities to make an 
"intrusion" error (a total of 45 possible intrusions). Therefore, the 
control-joined comparison represents a conservative test of the confusion 
hypothesis. 

Overall, subjects were 91% accurate on the correct items, and made 10% 
factual errors on the incorrect items. There were no joinder effects on these 
measures. Our primary concern was with intrusion errors. There was a 
significant joinder effect on the number of intrusions, E (1, 90) = 15.40, .E. 
< .001, ES = .37, with a mean of .32 intrusions in the control group and .87 
intrusions in experimental groups. There was a main effect for charge 
similarity, E (2, 90) = 4.76, .E. < .02, which indicated that subjects made 
more intrusions as charge similarity increased, with means of 1.10, .81. and 
.69 for identical, similar, and dissimilar charges respectively. There was a 
marginal Charge similarity x Evidence similarity interaction, F (2.90) = 
3.59, .E. <.05, ES = .23, which was rather difficult to interpret. There 
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Table 2-10. 

INITIAL 

Guilty 

Not Guilty 

Juror certainty in verdict as a fUnction of initial and final 
vote. 

Guil ty 

7.50 

6.79 

FINAL 

Not Guilty 

7.26 

7.25 

Initial x Final Interaction 

F (1,583) =4.09,£< .05. 

= extremely uncertain, 9 = extremely certain 
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were fewer instructions in the similar charge-dissimilar evidence condition 
(M = .59) than in any other joined condition, so that this cell tended to 
"disrupt" the otherwise orderly pattern obtained for charge similarity. There 
was no effect for instructions,and instructions did not interact with any other 
variable. The recognition results as a whole indicate that joinder did promote 
confusion of evidence, but this confusion was not great relative to the total 
amount possible. 

Evidence ratings. Subjects were asked to rate the overall strength 
of the evidence for prosecution and defense on 9-point scales from weak to 
strong, and also to rate the incrimination value of two individual evidence 
items for both prosecution and defense on 9-point scales from innocence to 
guilt. The responses to the two items were summed to produce four evidence 
ratings for each subject: (1) prosecution overall, (2) prosecution item sum, 
(3) defense overall, and (4) defense item sum. None of the analyses on these 
ratig yielded significant effects, although all means were in the predicted 
direction. Prosecution evidence overall was rated stronger (M = 4.23 vs. 3.70) 
and individual items were rated more incriminating (H = 11.73 vs. 10.98) in 
joined than single conditions; defense evidence was rated weaker (M = 5.26 vs. 
5.66) and more incriminating (M = 8.44 vs. 8.03) in joined conditions. 
However, these differences were small and non-significant, and therefore offer 
little support for the hypothseis that joinder changes perceptions of evidence 
strength. 

Defendant ratings. Subjects rated the defendant on eleven 9-point 
trait and behavior scales. Table 2-11 presents the means and standard 
deviations of eleven ratings, and the results of a factor analysis that 
yielded two factors. He have termed the first factor a "criminali ty
credibility" factor, and the second a "global evaluation" factor. For 
purposes of analysis, two factor scores were formed and subjected to the same 
analyses performed on the other dependent measures. 

Relationships Among Variables 

In order to investigate the process hypothesized to operate in joined 
trials, the relationships among the variables were examined using path 
analysis. Table 2-12 presents the zero-order correlations among the 
experimental manipulations, ratings of the defendant and the evidence, memory 
for evidence, and individual pre-deliberation verdicts. Based on our 
theoretical predictions, a causal model was devised to specify the hypothesized 
directional relationships among variables. Hierarchical regression analyses 
provided path coefficients representing the magnitud0 of these relationships. 
Figure 2 graphically depicts the results of the path analysis for the effects 
of the four manipulated variables and five mediating variables on verdict 
judgments. Dummy variable coding was employed for the manipulations of joinder 
(1 = joined, 0 = single), evidence similarity (1 = similar, 0 = dissimilar), 
and instructions (1 = present, 0 = absent). Charge similarity was scaled to 
reflect ratings from the manipulation check, resulting in codes of 1, 3, and 4 
for dissimilar, similar, and identical charge conditions. Interact'tons were 
not coded, since there were no hypothesized interactions and virtu('llly no 
interactions in the analyses previously reported. The mediating variables 
consisted of indicators of each of the three hypothesized mediating processes. 
Defendant criminality and evaluation scores provided measures of criminal 
inference, overall ratings of prosecution and defense evidence strength served 
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Table 2-11. Defendant ratings factor analysis 

Statistics for each variable Factor loadings 

Variable Mean SD Fac tor Factor 2 

Sincere 5.09 1. 96 .810 .000 

Believeable 5.10 2.10 .800 .000 

Honest 5.07 1. 99 .795 .000 

Moral 5.06 1. 54 .690 .000 

Future crime 5.38 2.21 .690 .000 

Li ke able 4.85 1. 69 .632 .000 

Typical CI~iminal 4.89 1. 95 .629 .000 

Nervous 3.76 1. 89 .000 .670 

Good 4.90 1. 50 .340 .657 

Dangerous 3.80 2.19 .000 .626 

Attractive 5.00 1. 96 .000 .605 . 

loadings less than .25 have been replaced by O. 

Correlation Matrix 

Variable Honest D L G S A B N M F 

Dangerous .28 

Likeable .42 • 14 

Good .36 .39 .26 

Sincere .62 • 17 .52 .29 

Attractive .08 • 13 .26 .26 • 14 

Believeable .62 • 14 .46 .25 .68 .09 

Nervous .09 .22 .05 .24 • 11 .20 • 11 

Moral .48 .21 .35 .28 .50 .02 .46 .08 
1'\ 

Future .51 .21 .34 .34 .45 .09 .41 .07 .39 

Criminal .43 .19 .33 .29 .35 • 16 .39 .05 .37 .56 
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Table 2-12. 

Joinder 

Charge 
similarity 

Evidence 
similarity 

In struc tions 

De fend ant 
Criminali ty 

Defendant 
Evaluation 

Prosecution 
Evidence 

Defense 
Evidence 

Memory 

Verdict 

Correlations between manipulations, ratings and verdicts 

Joinder C E I DC DE P D M Mean SD 

.90 .30 

.55 2.84 1. 43 

.40 .25 .59 • 49 

.21 .12 .53 .29 .45 

.17 .17 .01 .00 25.90 7.07 

.19 • 13 .15 .07 .41 11. 12 2.88 

.07 .10 -.01 .03 .38 • 13 4.24 2.50 

-.07 -.09 -.03 -.04 -.34 -.18 -.48 5.37 2.21 

.16 • 18 .08 .04 -.04 -.03 .00 .03 .77 1. 10 

.07 .03 -.02 .03 .33 • 12 .55 -.39 -.01 .37 .48 
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as measures of accumulation of evidence, and the number of recognition 
intrusions was employed as the measure of confusion of evidence. Regression 
analysis revealed that these nine predictor variables accounted for 34% of the 
variance in the verdict data. The most important findings of the analysis are 
highlighted by the boldfaced lines in Figure 2, which represent all paths with 
coefficients of .10 or greater. Table 2-13 presents the path analysis r~sults 
broken dOl.,.n into direct and indirect causal components. 

The model was predicted on the hypothesis that joinder activates a 
criminal schema which affects jurors' verdicts both directly and indirectly 
through judgments of the defendant, evidence strength, and memory for evidence • 
With minor exceptions, the analysis strongly supported this prediction. Both 
joinder and charge similarity influenced memory directly; however, memory was 
unrelated to any other variables. Charge similarity was positively related co 
defendant criminality ratings in addition to memory, but bore little 
relationship to any other variables. Neither judges' instructions nor evidence 
similarity had direct or indirect effects on any of the variables. 

Our primary concern was wi th the process whereby joinder influences 
jurors' decisions. Joinder had a small, positive, direct effect on verdict, 
while its influence on perceptions of the evidence was negligible. Joinder 
most strongly influenced perceptions of the defendant's criminality and global 
evaluations. Defendant criminality ratings influenced verdicts directly, and 
also'strongly affected perceptions of the eVidence, having a posi~ive effect on 
prosecution ratings and a negative effect on defense ratings. However, global 
evaluations did not significantly influence verdicts or ratings of the 
evidence., Assessments of the evidence in turn affected verdicts, with strong 
positive effects for prosecution evidence and weaker, negative effects for 
defense evidence. 

Since the path analysis is based on correlational data, the direction of 
the effects is not known; however, the results are consistent with the 
hypothesized pattern of causation. Further support for the hypothesis can be 
obtained from the decompOSition of causal effects in Table 2-5. The strongest 
direct effects of verdicts were obtained for prosecution evidence; the 
strongest indirect effects came from defendant criminality ratings. Joinder 
exerted its strongest influence on defendant ratings. Thus, the results are 
consistent with a decisionmaking process whereby joinder leads to inferences 
about the defendant's criminality, which then influence verdicts both directly 
(perhaps based on judgments of representitiveness) and indirectly (by 
influencing interpretation and accumUlation of incoming evidence). 
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Table 2-13. Path analysis--Decomposition 
causal effects on verdicts 

Total Direct 

Joinder .10 .06 

Charge similarity -.01 -.07 

Evidence similarity -.09 -.04 

Instructions .06 .03 

Defendant criminality .34 .12 

Defendant evaluation -.02 -.01 

Prosecution Evidence .44 .44 

Defense Evidence -.14 -.14 

Memory .00 .00 
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Indirect 
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CHAPTER 3. STUDY 3 (REPLICATION AND EXTENSION) 

OBJECTIVES 
The main study demonstrated significant joinder effects using 

representative jurors in a realistic trial setting including group 
deliberation. In order to achieve a high degree of external validity, the 
study was necessarily limited by time and financial constraints. The purpose 
of the third study was to replicate the conditions of the main study using 
undergraduates who did not deliberate, and to include a number of additional 
experimental conditions to produce a more complete design. The study employed. 
a full factorial design manipulating charge similarity, evidence similarity, 

. and judges' instructions. In addition to the target offense control group, 
single offense control groups for all non-target charges (the second and third 
charge in each joined condition) were included. The additional control groups 
served two purpose: (1) to extend the joinder effects obtained on the target 
charge to other charges, thus establishing the generality of the phenomenon, 
and (2) to investigate the magnitude of joinder effects as a function of the 
position of the charge in the joined sequence, as opposed to the first charge 
only. Study 3 also allows comparison between judgments made by undergraduates 
and the more representative jury pool population • 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were 374 undergraduates at the University of 
Wisconsin who received course credit for participation. The sample was 
two-thirds ,female and one-third male, 3nd subjects' mean age was 19 years. 

Design. The design of the experiment is presented in Table 3-1. The 
study employed a 3 (charge Similarity: identical, similar or dissimilar) x 2 
(evidence similarity: similar or dissimilar) x 2 (instructions: present or 
absent) between-subjects design, where charge similarity, evidence Similarity 
and instructions are defined as they were for Study 2. In addition, thirteen 
single-case control groups were run, consisting of the target control group 
(which was the first charge in all joined conditions), six single-case control 
groups corresponding to the second charge in each of the six combinations of 
charge and evidence similarity, and six single-case control groups 
corresponding to the third charge in each joined condition. Each of the 25 
cells contained from 11 to 21 subjects, with a mean of 15 subjects per cell. 

Stimulus materials. The study employed the same trial videotapes used 
in Study 2. In order to complete the factorial design, three additional 
joined tapes were employed consisting of the dissimilar evidence conditions in 
combination with the judges' instruction manipulation (Study 2 only included 
this manipulation in similar evidence conditions). In addition to the single 
target offense tape, twelve single case control tapes were prepared consisting 
of each non-target charge presented as a Single trial. The content of the 
control tapes was identical to the content of the same offense presented in 
the joined trial. Each single trial lasted from 30 to 50 minutes, and each 
joined trial lasted from 1.5 to 2 hours. 

Procedure. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the 25 
experimental conditions. Subjects viewed the trial videotape on a 19" 
television monitor. Following the trial, subjects individually completed a 
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Table 3-1. Experimental Design (Study 3) 

Target 
Control 
Group 

~ 

SINGLE CONDITIONS JOINED CONDITIONS 

CHARGES 
z 
o 
H 
z 

Non-Target Control Groups Identical Similar Dissimilar EVIDENCE ~ 

21 
Similar Q Bl Bl b

l 
b l 

Al Rl 1 ~l Bl 
1 

~l b
l b l3 

~l Al R 5 B1 1 1 

L. 4 6 
B2 B3 b 2 b l 

3 A2 R2 ~l B2 B3 'B 
-1 

b2 b l 
3 ~l A2 R3 Dissimilar 

~l Bl B 7 
1 ~l b

l 
b l9 

1 ~l Al Rll 
1 Similar 

8 10 12 
~l B2 B3 ~l b2 b l 

3 ~l A2 R3 Dissimilar 

Charge Codes 
B = burglary (service stat!iop), b = burglary (residence), b l = burglary (business) 
A = assault 
R = robbery 

Evidence Codes 
1 = circumstantial evidence 
2 = eyewitness identification 
3 = other evidence (fingerprints, informant or stolen property) 

H 

~ 
Ul 

H z 
Ul 
8 

~ 
Q 
H 
0 z 
Ul 
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questionnaire containing the same dependent measures used in Study 2: (1) 
verdict, certainty in verdict, probability of guilt; (2) background 
information, (3) trial ratings, (4) conviction criterion, (5) defendant 
ratings, (6) memory--evidence free recall, evidence recognition, recall of 
judges' instructions (instruction conditions only); (7) evidence strength 
ratings, (8) similarity ratings, questions pertaining to joinder (joined 
conditions only). A detailed description of the measures is provided in Study 
2. All single trial sessions lasted approximately one hour altogether, and 
joined sessions lasted from 2 to 2.5 hours. 

RESULTS 

Manipulation check~. Subjects in joined conditions rated the 
similarity of the charges and the evidence on 9-point scales. Responses to 
each question were analyzed in a 3 (charge similarity) x 2 (evidence 
similarity) x 2 (instructions) analysis of variance. For the charge similarity 
rating there was a main effect for charge similarity, E (2,171) = 15.06, 
p < .001. The mean ratings for identical, similar and dissimilar charges 
were 3.33, 4.13 and 5.25, where a smaller number indicates greated similarity. 
There was also a marginally significant instruction effect for charge 
similarity ratings, E (1,171) = 3.34, .E. = .07. Subjects who did not 
receive the instruction manipulation rated the charges as more similar (M = 
4.0) than subjects with instructions (M = 4.46). For evidence similarity 
ratings, there was only a marginally signifioant effect for evidence 
similarity, F (1,171) = 2.79, .E. = .10, which was rated as more similar in 
similar (M =-4.07) than in dissimilar (M = 4.5) evidence conditions. There 
was also a marginally significant charge similarity effect, I (2,171) = 
2.79, .E. = .06, and a marginal effect for instructions, I (1,171) = 3.26, 
.E. = .07. The mean evidence similarity ratings in identical, similar and 
dissimilar charge conditions were 3.86, 4.44 and 4.47 respectively, and the 
mean ratings for no-instructions and instructions conditions were 4.07 and 
4.50. The manipulation checks indicate that the charge similarity 
manipulation was successful, whereas the evidence similarity manipulation was 
weak. Therefore, the predicted effects of similarity should hold primarily 
for charge similarity, and not necessarily for evidence similarity 

Trial ratings. Mean overall ratings of interest, involvement, and 
trial realism were 4.45, 5.52, and 5.13 on 9-point scales. Therefore, subjects 
found theil" task to be a relatively engaging one. 

As in study 2, a series of single degr,ee-of-freedom contrasts was planned 
for analysis of target offense judgments involving the control group and 
various combinations of experimental groups. In addition, target offense 
judgments were analyzed in a 3 (charge similarity) x 2 (evidence similarity) x 
2 (instructions) analysis of variance using the error term from the overall 
(13-cell) design including the target control group and the twelve experimental 
groups. Altogether the analyses employed 18 degrees of freedom, so the 
modified Bonferroni procedure for use with planned comparisons (Keppel, 1982) 
was used to set the acceptable significance level at .03. In addition to 
analyses on the target offense which were comparable to thoSE!! per formed for 
Study 2, supplemental analyses comp":lred judgments on the sec(:md and third 
joined offenses with their single-case counterparts. 
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Verdict and guilt judgments. Table 3-2 presents the proportion of 
guilty verdicts obtained for the target offense in the single condition and 
the twelve joined conditions. The results revealed no significant differences 
between joined conditions and the control group, although in all but one cell 
the proportion of guilty verdicts in joined no-instructions conditions was 
higher than the proportion of guilty verdicts obtained in the control group. 
The C x E x I analysis of variance revealed a1 significant effect for 
~nstruct~ons, I (1, 192) = 4.93, .E. = .03, wi th fewer guilty verdicts with 
7nstruct70ns,(M ~ .31) than without (M = .46). This result is particularly 
lnterestlng ln llght of the results of Study 2, in which instructions had no 
effect. 

Certainty ratings. Again, unlike the previous study, there wer'e joinder 
effects for certainty jUdgments. All single-joined comparisons were of at 
least marginal significance with the exception of the instructions versus 
control group contrast. Subjects in joined conditions expressed more 
certainty in their verdicts (M = 7.25 overall) than subjects in the control 
group (M = 6.55). There was also a main effect for instructions in the C x E x 
I analysis of variance, I (1, 192) = 10.42, .E. = .002. Subjects expressed 
less certainty with instructions (M = 6.88) than without (M = 7.56). 

Probability of guilt. None of the analyses yielded significant results. 
The comparison between the identical charge condition and the control group 
was marginally significant, ~ (192) = 1.52, .E. = .065, with higher guilt 
ratings, for identical charges (M = 6.13) than for the control group (M = 
5.10). The analysis of variance yielded a near-significant effect for 
~nstruct~ons, E (1, 192) = 4.39,.E. = .04, with lower guilt ratings with 
lns~ructlons (M = 4.90) than without (M = 5.67). In fact, the mean guilt 
ratlng was even lower for jOined-instructions conditions than it was for the 
control group, although not significantly so. 

,Second charges. Table 3-3 compares the proportion of guilty verdicts 
obtalned for the second charge in joined instructions and no-instructions 
conditions with the same offense judged as a single trial. Since the content 
of the charge was different in each experimental condition, analyses were 
performed on each offense (Row of Table 3-3) individually. With one exception 
(Row 4) there were more guilty verdicts in joined than single conditions 
particularly without instructions, but only one of these differences was' 
statistically significant. However, the analyses had low power due to small 
~'s of 13 to 21 subjects per cell. The mean joinder effect size across the 
six cases was .22, indicating that the effects were actually larger than those 
obtained in Study 2, for which the overall joinder effect size was .10. 

For ratings of verdict certainty for the second charge. There was a 
tendency for subjects to be more certain in joined no-instructions conditions 
than in single conditions, although only one of these differences was 
statistically significant, and there was a tendency for certainty to be 
reduced in instructions conditions. Although weak, these results parallel the 
results obtained for certainty judgments on the first charge, where joinder 
increased certainty, and instructions decreased certainty. Analyses on 
p~obabili~y of g~ilt ratings for the second charge revealed significantly 
hlgher gUllt ratlngs for the identical charge-similar evidence condition (M = 
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Table 3-2. Proportion of guilty verdicts--target charge (Study 3) 

Char~es 
, 

Control r 
group Identical Simil ar Di ssimilar Evidence 

.35 .53 .57 .20 similar No n=(20) (17) (21) ( 15) Instruc-
tions 

.54 .41 .47 dissimilar (13 ) (17 ) ( 17) 

.29 .41 .15 similar Instruc-(14) ( 17) (13 ) tions 

.20 .47 .27 dissimilar (15) (15) ( 11) 
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Table 3-3. Proportion of guilty verdicts--Charge in 2nd position 

Control 

.15a 
( 13) 

.20a 
(15 ) 

• 19a 
(16 ) 

.43a 
(14) 

.07a 
(13 ) 

.07a 
(15) 

Joined-
No instructions 

.35a 
( 17) 

.54a 
(13) 

.52b 
(21) 

.29a 
( 17) 

.27a 
(15) 

.2 l la 
(17) 

Joined
Instructions 

.21a 
(14) 

.27a 
(15) 

.35ab 
( 17) 

.27a 
(15 ) 

.38a 
(13 ) 

.09a 
( 11) 

Condi tion 

Identical charges 
Similar evidence 

Identical charges 
Dissimilar evidence 

Similar charges 
Similar evidence 

Similar charges 
Dissimilar evidence 

Dissimilar charges 
Similar evidence 

Dissimilar charges 
Dissimilar evidence 

For each row, means without common subscripts are significantly 
different at E ~ .05 
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6.38) than its corresponding control group (M = 4.53), l (40) = 2.15, .E. = 
.04, as well as for the similar charge-similar evidence condition (M :: 6.33) in 
comparison to its control group (M = 4.31), l (51) = 2.56, .E. = .01. No 
other probability of guilt comparisons for Charge 2 reached significance. 

Third charges. Table 3-4 presents the proportion of guilty verdicts for 
the third joined charges in comparison to their corresponding control groups. 
The results indicate that the third charge by itself was the weakest of the 
three offenses, particularly in identical and similar charge conditions, for 
which no guilty verdicts were obtained in control conditions depicted in Rows 
1-3 of Table 3-4, and only a single guilty verdict is represented by the 
control group in Row 4. Joinder significantly increased the proportion of 
guilty verdicts in identical charge-similar evidence (M = .41), identical 
charge-dissimilar evidence (11 = .31) and similar charge-similar evidence (M = 
.33) conditions. The mean joinder effect size across the six cases was .28. 
Judges' instructions partially reduced the joinder effect for the identical 
charge-similar evidence condition, had no effect for the identical 
charge-dissimilar evidence condition, and were completely effective in the 
similar charge-similar evidence condition, reducing the amount of guilty 
verdicts to the baseline of zero. For dissimilar charge conditions, there 
were no differences between single, joined and instruction conditions. Joinder 
had no significant effects on certainty in verdict for any of the charges in 
the third position. However, joinder did affect probability of guilty 
judgments in a manner that paralleled the verdict results. The probability of 
guilt analyses on third charges revealed no differences between single, 
joined, and instructions groups. 

The results of the analyses on Charge 2 and 3 offenses are not totally 
consistent with each other, probably because they are based on twelve 
different offenses. However, in conjunction with target offense judgments 
they present a fairly coherent picture, and establish the generality of 
joinder effects to a variety of cases. Joinder increased the probability of 
conviction on a given offense relative to the same offense tried alone, 
although this was primarily the case when charges were of the same nature 
(i.e., three burglaries) rather than three different offenses (burglary, 
assault, armed robbery). Judges' instructions reduced the conviction rate for 
joined charges, although the degree to which they were effective depended on 
the particular offense. Joinder had a tendency to increase subjects' 
certainty in their verdicts, and judges' instructions reduced verdict 
certainty. 

Recognition task. Analysis of the recognition results was performed on 
the twelve experimental groups and the target control group only, since the 
task required subjects to choose which items were present in the target 
offense from among correct and incorrect target items and incorrect items from 

. non-target offenses. Overall, subjects were 92% accurate on the correct 
items, and made 11% factual errors. Our primary concern was with intrusions 
or false recognitions of factors from other cases. There were 8 possible 
intrusions for experimental groups, and 45 possible intrusions for the control 
group. In all joined conditions, there were significantly more intrusions than 
there were in the control group. The C x E x I analysis of variance yielded a 
main effect for charge similarity, E (2,191) = 7.57, .E. = .001, and a C x 
E interaction, E (2,191) = 5.01, .E. = .01. As predicted, the number of 
intrusions increased as a function of charge similarity, with means of .79, 
.90 amd 1.56 in dissimilar, similar and identical charge,conditions. The 
nature of the C x E interaction was examined in an analysis of the simple 
effect of charge similarity for each level of evidence similarity. There was 
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Table 3-4. Proportion of guilty verdicts--Charge 3 

Joined- Joined-Control No instructions Instructions Condi tion 

.00a .41b .21ab (14) ( 17) Identical charges 
(14) Similar evidence 

.00a .31b .31b (14) Identical charges (13 ) (13 ) Dissimilar evidence 

.00a .33b .00a ( 13) (21) Similar charges 
(17) Similar evidence 

.08a .35a .13a (13) ( 17) Similar charges 
(15 ) Dissimilar evidence 

.06a .13a .00a (16) Dissimilar charges (15 ) ( 13) Similar evidence 

.23a .35a .18a (13) Dissimilar charges ( 17) ( 11) Dissimilar evidence 

For each row, means without common 
d 'ff subscripts are significantly 

1 erent at .E. < .05 

, 
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no effect for charge similarity in dissimilar evidence conditions, F < 1, 
with means of 1. 14, '1.26 amd 1.29 for dissimilar, similar and identical 
charges. The charge similarity main effect was due to a very strong effect 
for charge similarity in similar charge conditions, E (2, 94) = 13.13, .p. < 
.001, Effect size = .45, with means of .43, .61 and 1.81 for dissimilar, 
similar and identical charges. The results for the recognition task are 
consistent with those obtained in Study 2. Joinder led to confusion of 
evidence among charges, confusion increased as a function of charge 
similari ty, but the amount of confusion was small rela'tive to the total amount 
of possible confusion. 

Recall. Free recall of evidence was scored to obtain four measures of 
recall for each charge: (1) total prosecution items, (2) total defense items, 
(3) proportion of prosecution items that were intrusions from other charges 
and (4) proportion of defense items that were intrusions. Analyses of 
intrusions were performed for joined conditions only, since recall intrusions 
were not possible in single-offense conditions. Analyses are reported for the 
target charge only, since the amount of information available for recall was 
different in each of the non-target charges. For total prosecution items 
recalled, there were no significant differences between experimental and 
control grOl.lps, and there were no main effects or interactions for the charge, 
evidence, and instruction manipulations. For defense evidence, there were 
significantly fewer items recalled in the similar charge condition (M = 1.94) 
relative to the control group (M = 2.55), t (90) = 2.38, p = .02, and 
there were marginally fewer items recalled in-the identical charge condition 
(M = 2.19) than in the control group, ~ (190) = 1.89, ..e. = .06. An 
analysis of variance on the proportion of intrusiQ~s in joined groups only 
yielded no effects for any of the manipulations, and the mean proportion of 
intrusions overall was only 1%. 

Taken as a whole, the results of evidence recall and recognition indicate 
that joinder did not produce much confusion among charges, although there was 
more confusion in joined trials than in a single trial. 

Evidence ratings. Four measures of evidence strength were obtained for 
each subject for each charge: (1) proseo,ution evidence strength overall, (2) 
defense evidence strength overall, (3) prosecution item sum--the summed 
incriminating value (innocence to guilt) of two individual pieces of 
prosecution evidence, and (4) defense item sum (innocence to guilt) of two 
individual pieces of defense evidence. With the exception of the dissimilar 
charge condition, subjects in all joined conditions rated the overall 
prosecution evidence as stronger than subjects in the control group. The mean 
rating was 5.34 in joined conditions overall, and 4.05 in the control group on 
a scale from 1 (weak) to 9 (strong). The fact the joined-instruction mean 
(5.29) was marginally higher than the control group, ~ (191) = 2.06, .E = 
• 04 indicated that judges' instructions did not reduce subjects' perceptions 
of evidence strength, even though instructions did reduce their guilt 
verdicts. The C x E x I analysis of variance on the overall prosecutia'n rating 
yielded a significant charge similarity effect, E (2, 191) = 3.94, .p. = 
• 02, with means of 4.62, 5.72 and 5.44 in dissimilar, similar and identical 
conditions. The effects obtained for the summed prosecution items were the same 
as those for the overall rating, except that there was no main effect for 
charge similarity. Subjects in all joined conditions, including those with 
instructions, rated specific items of prosecution evidence as more 
incriminating than subjects in the control group. 

For the overall rating of defense evidence, there were no significant 
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di~ferences between joined conditions and the control group, and there were no 
maln effects or interactions for any of the manipulations. For the summed 
defense items, there was a marginally significant comparison between the 
similar c~arge condition, and ~he ,control group, ~ (191) = 1.68,.E = .05, 
which indlcated that subJects Judglng similar charges rated the evidence as 
more incriminating (M = 9.72) than subjects in the control group (M = 8.20). 
The C x E x I analysis of variance yielded a significant main effect for 
charge similarity, E (2, 191) = 8.02, ..e. < .001, with means of 7.71 9.51 
and 8.03 in dissimilar, similar and identioal charge conditions. Ther~ was 
al~o an inexplicabl; C x E interaction, E (2, 191) = 3.69, .p. = .025, for 
WhlCh the means in ldentical, similar and dissimilar charge conditions were 
8.29, 10.03 and 7.00 with similar evidence, and 7.75 8.87 'nd 8.84 with 
dissimilar evidence. ' 

Defendant ratings. Subjects rated the defendant on the same eleven 
9-point bipolar scales employed in Study 2. Table 3-5 presents the means 
stan~ard deviations and correlations for the defendant ratings. Table 48'also 
provldes the results of a factor analysis on the ratings. The analysis 
yielded two factors, which were similar to those obtained with jury pool 
subjects. The first factor contained the items honest-dishonest, good-bad 
moral-immoral, future crime likely-unlikely,. believable-not believable, ' 
sincere-insincere, a typical criminal-not a typical criminal, dangerous-not 
dangerous, and likeable-dislikeable. This can be considered the 
criminality-credibility factor. The second factor had strong positive 
loadings on the items nervous-calm, attractive-unattractive, and a moderate 
loading on likeable-dislikeable. This can be considered to be a more global 
evaluation factor. 

De~endant.crimi~ality and eva~lation scores were created for each subject 
by summlng thelr ratlngs for each ltem of the factor weighted by its factor 
loading. With th7 exception of the dissimilar charge condition, strong joinder 
effects were obtalned for all experimental conditions; the defendant was rated 
less favorably in joined (M = 28.64 overall) than single (M = 26.64) trials. 
This was true for instructions (M = 28.18) as well as no-instructions (M = 
29.01) groups. The C x E x I analysis of variance yielded a significant main 
ef~ect for charge similarity, E (2,355) = 4.72, .p. = .01, and no other 
maln effects or interactions. The defendant was rated less favorably when 
charges were identical (M = 29.10) or similar (M = 30.48) than when charges 
were dissimilar (M = 25.99). 

The same effects were obtained for the defendant evaluation factor, 
although they were not as strong. Again, ratings in all joined conditions were 
Significantly higher than the control condition ratings, with the exception of 
the dissimilar charge condition. The joined-instruction mean (12.34) was 
margi?ally higher than the control mean (11.34), ! (357) = i.90, £ = .06, 
thus lnstructions were not totally effective,in reducing joinder effects • 
There was a near-significant main effect for charge Similarity on the 
defendant evaluation factor, E (2,357) = 3.35, .p. = .04. Again, subjects 
rated the defendant less favorably when charges were identical (M = 12.67) or 
similar (M = 12.77) than when they were dissimilar (M = 11.49) • 

In conjunction with the defendant rating results of Study 2, these 
results offer the strongest and most consistent support for the prediction 
that joinder creates a negative impression of the defendant, which in turn 
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Table 3-5. Defendant Ratings Factor Analysis (Study 3) 

Statistics for Each Variable Factor Loadings 

Variable Mean SD Factor Factor 

Honest 4.44 2.02 .80 .00 

Good 4.60 1. 48 .77 .00 

Moral 4.53 1. 60 .74 .00 

Future Crime Likely 4.27 1.96 .73 .00 

Believable 4.68 2.07 .,73 .32 

Sincere 4.62 1.88 .72 .30 

Typical Criminal 4.32 1.87 .69 .00 

Dangerous 3.31 1. 85 .68 .00 

Likeable 4.82 1. 64 .66 .42 

Nervous 4.35 2.19 .00 .79 

Attractive 5.68 1. 51 .00 .61 

loadings less than .25 have been replaced by zero 

Correlation Matrix 

Honest D L G S A B N M 

Dangerous .44 

Likeable .50 .38 

Good' .59 .55 .58 

Sincere .64 .32 .56 .49 

Attractive .27 .10 .39 .29 .26 

Believeable 68 .36 .52 .52 .72 .24 

Nervous .12 .07 .20 .10 • 14 • 14 .22 

Moral .55 .43 .54 .52 .54 • 16 .56 .20 

Future Crime .55 .36 .41 .48 .46 .24 .49 .06 .53 

Criminal .49 .41 .51 .45 .45 .26 .42 • 11 .48 
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affects guilt judgments. In Study 2 there was a non-significant trend for the 
impression of the defendant to become less favorable as charge similarity 
increased, and the significant effects for charge Similarity obtained in the 
present study strengthen this finding considerably. The results suggest that 
similar charges are more likely to create a coherent picture of the defendant 
as a prototypical criminal. 

Joinder questions. Only subjects in joined conditions rated the degree 
to which the three charges together es'l~ablished a similar motive, intent, 
plan, identity, and criminal disposition on the part of the defendant. 
Responses to each question were analyzed using 3 (charge Similarity) x 2 
(evidence similarity) x 2 (instructions) analyses of variance. For the motive 
question, there was a main effect for charge Similarity, E. (2,172) = 17.16, 
E < .001, a main effect for instructions, F (1,172) = 4.32, p = .04, 
and no other effects. Subjects' ratings of motive similarity in dissimilar, 
similar and identical charge conditions were 4.49, 5.14 and 6.64 respectively, 
where a higher number indicates greater Similarity. Subjects also rated motive 
to be less similar with instructions (M = 5.13) than without (M = 5.56). For 
the intent ratings there was a main effect for charge similarity, E. (2, 172) 
= 46.31, £ < .001, a main effect for instructions, E. (1,172) = 5.88, £ = 
.02, and a C x I interaction, E. (2,172) = 3.67, £ = .03. Again, similar 
intent ratings increased as a function of charge Similarity, with means of 
4.20, 5.89 and 7.43 in dissimilar, similar and identical charge conditions. 
Subjects' intent ratings were lower with instructions (11 = 5.59) than without 
(M = 6.10). An analysis of the Simple effect of charge similarity for the C x 
I interaction revealed that there were significant charge Similarity effects 
both with and without instructions, but the effect was stronger in the 
no-instructions condition, Epsilon = .63, than in the instructions condition, 
Epsilon = .53. For the question as to whether the three charges established a 
common plan, there was a single main effect for charge Similarity, F ( 2, 
172) = 26.85, £ < .001, with mean ratings of 3.47,'4.34 and 6.26 in
diSSimilar, similar and identical charge conditions. 

In response to the question which asked whether the three charges 
established the identity of the criminal, there was a main effect for charge 
Similarity, E. (2,172) = 32.98, £ < .001, with mean ratings of 4.05, 4.89 
and 6.98 in dissimilar, similar and identical charge conditions. There was 
also a ? x E interaction for the id enti ty question, E. (2,172) = 3.53, £ = 
.03. Slmple effects analyses revealed significant charge similarity effects 
for both levels of evidence Similarity; however, this effect was stronger for 
similar (Epsilon = .• 62) than for dissimilar (Epsilon = .35) evidence 
conditions. For the question asking whether the three charges established a 
criminal disposition, there were main effects for charge Similarity, F (2, 
172).= 3.93,. £ = .02, evidence Similarity, E. (1,172) = 3.91, £ = :-05, 
and lnstructlons, E. (1,172) = 4.35, £ = .04, and no interactions. The 
disposition ratings were 3.69, 4.26 and 4.69 in diSSimilar, similar and 
identical charge conditions, and subjects made higher disposition ratings in 
dissimilar (M = 4.51) than similar (M = 3.96) evidence conditions. Subjects 
also made lower ratings of criminal disposition with instructions (M = 3.92) 
than without (M = 4.48), which suggests that they were responding to the 
judges' instruction that they should not use multiple charges as evidence 
against the defendant. However, on the defendant ratings reported earlier, 
which provided a less direct measure of inferences about the defendant, 
instructions did not have an effect, and subjects in all joined conditions 
rated the defendant less favorably than subjects in Single conditions. This 
suggests that subjects were not aware that Joinder was affecting their 
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inferences about the defendant. 

The final questions asked of subjects in joined conditions were whether 
they thought joinder was fair, whether they thought the three charges that 
they judged should be joined, and whether joinder had affected their 
jUdgments. For the "fair" question, there was a marginally significant charge 
similarity x instructions interaction, I (2,166) = 2.35, £ = .10. 
Subjects' judgments of fairness increased as a function of charge similarity 
in the no-instructions condition, with means of 3.42, 4.14 and 5.03 for 
dissimilar, similar and identical charges; whereas there were no differences 
between levels of charge similarity in the instructions condition, means = 
4.33, 4.48 and 4.33. In response to the question of whether charges should be 
joined, there was a marginally significant main effect for charge similarity. 
I (2,166) = 2.45, £ = .09, with means of 3.43, 3.73 and 4.5 for 
dissimilar, similar and identical charges. For the question asking whethe.r 
joinder had affected their judgments, there was a main effect for 
instructions, I (1,166) = 8.70, £ = .004. Subjects who received 
instructions thought joinder affected their decisions less (M = 4.57) than 
subjects who did not receive instructions (M = 5.72). And, to a certain 
degree, they were right. Finally, subjects in instructions conditions only 
were asked how easy it was to follow the judges' multiple charge instruction, 
and a charge similarity x evidence similarity analysis of variance revealed no 
main effects or interaction. The mean rating in response to this question was 
4.08, so on the average subjects were slightly below the neutral point in 
their judged ability to follow the instructions. 

Verdict effects. The pesults of Study 2 indicated that jurors who 
preferred guilty ve~dicts had a lower criterion for conviction than jurors 
whose verdicts were not guilty, but that jurors' certainty about their 
judgments did not differ as a function of their verdict preference. Data for 
certainty and criterion measures in Study 3 were analysed using 2 (verdict: 
guilty or not guilty) x 2 (charge similarity) x 2 (evidence similarity) x 2 
(instructions) analyses of variance. Only main effects for verdict and 
interactions of verdict with other variables are reported here, since the 
other effects are provided in previously reported analyses. 

For certainty ratings, there was a significant verdict x instructions 
interaction, I (1,136) = 7.15, £ = .008. An analysis of the simple effect 
of instructions revealed that subjects who voted to convict did not differ as 
a function of instructions, I < 1, with mean ratings of 7.52 with 
instructions and 7.41 without. For subjects preferring acquittal, ther'e was a 
significant main effect for instructions, I (1,111) = 13.30, £ < .001. 
Subjects were less certain of their not guilty verdicts with instructions (M = 
6.46) than without (M = 7.63). Earlier results revealed that judges' 
instructions influenced undergraduate subjects' verdicts in the direction of 
acquittal. The verdict x instruction interaction suggests that those subjects 
who were influenced were less confident about their choice. 

For the conviction criterion measure, there was a significant main effect 
for verdict, I (1,136) = 18.48, £ < .001. Subjects whose verdicts were 
guilty reported a lower criterion (M = 80.11) than subjects whose verdicts 
were not guilty (M = 88.73). 
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Summary of Results 

Joinder did not significantly increase the proportion of guilty verdicts 
although the proportion of guilty verdicts was higher in joined trials Withou~ 
instructions than in the control group. Significant joinder effects were 
obtained on verdicts for the second and third joined offenses in conditions 
involving three burglaries, but not in conditions involving three different 
ch~rges. Judges' instructions were effective in reducing the proportion of 
gUllty verdicts obtained in joined trials. Joinder increased subjects' 
certainty in their verdicts, and instructions in turn reduced verdict 
certainty. Joinder and instructions affected probability of guilt ratings in 
a manner that paralleled the verdict results. None of the manipulations 
affected subjects' conviction criterion or presumption of innocence. 

Support was obtained for each of the three processes postulated to 
operate in joined trials. Subjects in joined trials made more recoanition 
intrusions than subjects in the control condition, indicating a certain amount 
(alth~ugh not a lot) of confusion between charges, which increased as a 
functlon of charge similarity. Subjects in joined trials rated the evidence 
for the prosecution as stronger that subjects in the control condition 
wnereas joinder did not have much influence on ratings of evidence for'the 
de:ense. Th~s suggests that subjects in joined trials were accumulating 
eVldence agalnst the defendant. Judges' instructions did not affect 
assessments of evidence strength. Subjects in all joined conditions rated the 
defendant less favorably on dimensions of criminality and global evaluation 
than subjects in single conditions. Negative inferences about the defendant 
increased as a function of charge similarity, and judges' instructions did not 
affect ratings of the defendant. 

In sum, the results of Study 3 replicated and extended the findings of 
Study 2 with one exception. As in Study 2, joinder led to higher guilt 
judgments, confusion of evidence, accumulation of evidence against the 
defendant, and negative inferences av,; ,t the defendant. The strongest effects 
were obtained when the joined cha.rge.:> '!<.1ere "identical" or similar. Unlike the 
repre~entative juro~s in St~dy 2, undergraduates' verdict and guilt judgments 
were lnfluenced by Judges' lnstructions. However, instructions had no effect 
on memory, judgments of evidence strength, or ratings of the defendant. This 
suggests that similar processes were operating in both groups, although 
undergraduates' verdicts were direotly susceptible to the influence of 
instructions independent of perceptions of the defendant and the evidence. 
Analyses r&ported below will shed additional light on this issue. 

Relationships Among Variables 

. Table 3~6 presents the correlations among the manipulations, defendant and 
eVldence ratlngs, memory and verdicts for the target charge. Hierarchical 
regression analyses were performed to test the same causal model applied to 
j~ry po~l subjects a~ainst the undergraduate data. Since the charge 
slmilarlty manipulatlon check indicated equal spacing between the three levels 
of charge similarity, codes of 1, 2 and 3 were used for dissimilar similar 
and identical charges. Dummy coding was employed for the manipulations of 
joinder, evidence similarity and instructions. Mediating variables included 
defendant criminality and defendant evaluation scores, prosecution and defense 
overall evidence ratings, and recognition intrusions, with defendant ratings 
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J Table 3-6. Mean Certainty Ratings in Undergraduate and J~ry Pool 
" Subjects as a Function of Verdict and Instructlons 

UNDERGRADUATES REPRESENTATIVE JURORS 

No Inst. Instructions No Inst. Instructions 

!~s!!~~ 

Not Guilty 7.60 0.53 7.25 7.39 

Guilty 7.35 7.52 7.44 7.47 
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considered to be causally prior to evidence ratings and memory. Figure 3 
presents a graphic representation of the model, with major path coefficients 
representing the magnitude of the effects between variables. Table 2-7 
presents the decomposition of causal effects into direct and indirect 
components. 

Due to the fact that the independent variables were positi~~lY correlated 
(particularly joinder and ch~rge similarity, r = .62), some of the joinder 
effects were obscured by the effects of other manipulations. The fact that 
the paths from joinder to defendant criminality and evaluation are small (and 
slightly negative) is not consistent with the prediction that joinder effects 
are mediated through inferences about the defendant. However, the zero-order 
correlations between joinder and defendant ratings in Table 2-13 are positive, 
although small (.05 and .08). The path coefficients between charge similarity 
and defendant criminality and evaluation ratings of .14 and .18 suggest that 
the charge similarity variable is suppressing the effects of jOinder, due to 
the strong positive correlation between the two manipulations. Also, the 
correlations which served as input into the regression analyses were based on 
the target charge only--the twelve non-target control groups were not 
included, since they did not measure ratings of evidence, memory and verdicts 
for the target offense. In fact, the estimate for conviction rates in the 
target charge control group is based upon only 20 observations. However, the 
other twelve control groups (n = 157 subjects altogether) did contain the 
same defendant ratings that were measured in all other conditions. 
Correlations between joinder and defendant factor scores from all single case 
control groups (coded as 0) and all experimental groups (coded 1) revealed 
correlations of .24 between joinder and defendant criminality, and .17 between 
jOinder and defendant evaluation. These correlations indicate that joinder 
does lead to negative inferences about the defendant, although this effect is 
not represented in the path model, based upon data from the target control 
group only • 

. With one exception, the remalnlng results depicted in Figure 3 are 
consi~tent with the results obtained with jury pool subjects illustrated in 
Figure 2. Both joinder and charge similarity affected memory processes, but 
memory was unrelated to verdicts. Charge similarity led to inferences of 
defendant criminality and evaluation, and the correlations using all single 
and joined conditions indicate that joinder did also. Ratings of defendant 
criminality had a strong positive effect on prosecution evidence ratings (.52) 
and a strong negative effect on defense evidence ratings (-.67), whereas 
defendant evaluations were not strongly related to ratings of the evidence. 
Both defendant criminality and evaluations were directly related to verdicts, 
although these effects were small in magnitude (.08 and .07). The strongest 
effect on verdicts was obtained for prosecution evidence ratings (.46) 
followed by defen.se evidence ratings (-.27). Therefore, the results support 
the hypothesis that verdicts are a result of subjects' perceptions of the 
strength of the evidence, which are strongly influenced by judgments of the 
defendant's criminality. 

The main difference between undergraduate and jury pool models concerned 
the relationship between instructions and verdicts. Instructions were 
unrelated to verdicts, or to any other variables, for jury pool subjects. In 
the undergraduate data, instructions had a direct negative impact on verdicts 
which was not mediated through any of the other variables. Therefore, it 
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Figure 3. Path model of undergraduate subjects' judgment process 
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appears that the effects of joinder on judgment processes in the two groups 
are quite similar, and that they differ primarily in terms of (1) the 
magnitude of the effects and (2) the susceptibility of verdicts (but not 
intervening processes) to the influence of judges' instructions. 

A COMPARISON OF UNDERGRADUATES AND REPRESENTATIVE JURORS 

The final 'results to be reported combined portions of the data from 
Studies 2 and 3 in a single analysis, including subject population as a 
factor. Only main effects and interactions involving the subject variable are 
reported. All data for the target offense were analyzed using 2 (subject 
population) x 3 (charge similarity) x 2 (evidence similarity) x 2 
(instructions) analyses of variance. Data for selected variables were also 
analyzed using 2 (single versus joined) x 2 (subject population) analyses of 
variance to investigate the possibility of interactions of joinder with the 
subject variable. 

Manipulation checks. For the charge similarity rating, there was a 
marginally significant main effect for' subject population, F (1, 803) = 
3.41, p = .065. Undergraduates rated the charges as mor'e similar (4.18) 
than jury pool subjects (4.41). For evidence similarity ratings, there were no 
significant main effects or interactions involving the subject variable. 

Verdict and guilt jUdgments. For individual ver<ttct and probability of 
guilt judgments, there were no differences between subject populations, and 
subjects did not interact with any of the manipulations. It was noted earlier 
that a primary difference between the two studies was that undergraduates' 
verdicts were influenced by judges' instructions, whereas qualified jurors' 
verdicts were not. Therefore, one would expect an instructions x subject 
population interaction. This interaction did not even approach statistical 
significance, F (1,815) = 1.76, p = .19, although the proportion of 
guilty verdicts in the undergraduate sample was lower with instructions (.30) 
than without (.46), whereas in the jury pool sample the proportion of guilty 
verdicts with and without instructions was virtually identical (.39 and .38). 

The only effects for subject population with respect to ve:rdict were 
obtained when the initial verdict preference was included as a factor in the 
analysis of ratings of certainty in verdict. There was a verdict x subject 
population x instructions interaction, I (1, 690) = 5.54, J? = .02. The 
means involved in this interaction are provided in Table 2-6. In the 
undergraduate sample, there was an interaction between verdict and 
instructions; undergraduate subjects in instructions conditions whose verdicts 
were not guilty were less certain than subjects in all other conditions. Jury 
pool subjects had equally high levels of certainty in all conditions, which 
were also the same as undergraduates' certainty levels with the exception of 
the not guilty-instructions cell. This analysis confirms statistically 
confirms our earlier suggestion that while undergraduates' verdicts may be 
more easily influenced by instructions, they suffer from a lack of certainty 
as a result. 

Also performed on the verdict, guilt and certainty ratings were 2 
(joinder: single or joined) x 2 (subject population) analyses of variance, 
collapsed across similarity and instructions. Again, the only effect obtained 
was on the certainty variable, for which there was a marginally significant 
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joinder x popula~ion interaction, I (1, 630) = 3.43, R = .07. 
~ndergraduate ~ubJects expressed more certainty in their verdicts in joined (M 
- 7.50) than slngle (M = 6.55) conditions, whereas jury pool subjects did not 
(M = 7.27 versus 7.20). 

Conviction criterion. For the conviction criterion measure there were 
no main 7ffects,or in~eractions of subject population with the similarity or 
~nstructlon manlpulatlons. However, when individual verdict preference was 
lncluded as a factor, there was a verdict x population interaction on the 
criterion variable, I (1,693) = 4.03, J? = .045. The mean criterion 
ratings for undergraduates with guilty and not guilty verdicts respectively 
were 80.46 and 88.98, and for jury pool subjects the ratings were 83.00 and 
85.87. ~hiS ,suggest~ that undergraduate verdicts were more sensitive to reasonable 
~oUbt crlterla than Jury pool verdicts, However, this result could also 
lnd~cate that the deliberation process affected jury pool subjects' criterion 
rat~ngs a~ter ~he~ made their individual judgments, since the videotaped 
dellberatlons lndlcate that groups spent considerable time discussing the 
reasonable doubt standard. 

" Memory. TI:ere were no differences between subject populations on the 
~vldence.recognltion task, free recall of evidence, or recall of judges' 
lnstructlons, and subject population did not interact with any other variable. 

Evidence ratings. For the rating of prosecution evidence overall there 
was a main effect for subject population, I (2, 790) = 6.49, J? = .002. 
Undergra~uates rated the prosecution evidence as stronger (M = 5.27) than jury 
pool subJects ~M ~ ~.25). There was also a main effect of subject population 
on,the sum of lndlvldual prosecution items, I (1, 790) = 4.64, J? = .03, 
~hlCh was rat~d as more incriminating by undergraduates (M = 12.42) than by 
J~ry pool subJects (M = 11.74). For defense evidence ratings, there were no 
~lfferences between the two groups, either on overall ratings or individual 
ltems. 

Defen~ant rat~ngs. Since factor analyses on the defendant ratings 
yielded Sllghtly dlfferent factors for jury pool subjects and undergraduates a 
defend~nt rating score consisting of the sum of the eleven items was used fo; 
c?mp~r~son purposes •. ~nalysis of this measure revealed a marginally , 
slgnlflcant charge slmllarity x subject population interaction F (2 795) = 
2.75, J? = .065. This interaction was due to a charge similarity-eff~ct for 
~ndergraduates, with means of 49.52, 55.47 and 54.02 in dissimilar similar and 
ldentical charge conditions; but not for jury pool subjects, with ~eans of 
53.22, 53.39 and 55.01. 

Joinder questions. For the ratings of whether the three charges 
established a similar motive, intent, plan, identity and dispostion the only 
effect f~r subject population was a charge similarity x population ' 
interactlon, I (2, 803) = 3.16, J? = .04, for the motive question. As the 
analyses reported previously indicated, there were charge similarity effects 
for both groups, although the nature of these effects varied somewhat between 
populations. The mean motive ratings for identical, similar and dissimilar' 
char~es were 6.66~ 5.07 and 4.42 for undergraduates, and 6.55, 5.52 and 3.86 
for Jury pool subJects. There were no differences between groups on ratings 
of wheth~r jOining charges was fair or whether charges should be joined. There 
was a maln effect for subject population on ratings of the degree to which 
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jOinder had affected subjects' j!-ldgments, I (1,802) = 10.91,.E,= .001. 
Undergraduates thought joinder had affected their decisions more (M = 5.16) 
than jury pool subjects (M = 4.57). 

Trial ratings. Undergraduate and jury pool subjects did not differ in 
their ratings of interest in the trial. Jury pool subjects reported being 
significantly more involved in their task (M = 6.24) than undergraduates (M = 
5.52), ~ (1091) = 5.05, .E. < .001. This is likely due to participation in 
deliberation. On ratings of realism, undergraduates rated the trial as more 
realistic (M = 5.13) than jury pool subjects (M = 4.68), t (1091) = 3.06, 

.E. = .002. -

Summary of Subject Population Compa.risons. 

In summary, there were surprisingly few differences in the judgment 
processes of undergraduates and representative jurors. The two groups did not 
differ statistically in terms of verdict and guilt judgments, although 
separate analyses of the two groups indicated that undergraduates' verdicts 
were affected by judges' instructions, whereas representative jurors were not. 
In "jury pool joinder led to an increase in conviction rates. Undergraduates 
expressed less certainty if their verdicts were not guilty, and also expressed 
more certainty in joined than single trials. Representative jurors' certainty 
did not differ as a function of any of the manipulations. Undergraduate 
subjects' conviction criterion varied more than the criterion of jury pool 
subjects as a function of their verdicts. The two groups did not differ in 
their sentencing judgments. 

There were no differenoes between subject populations on any of the 
memory measures. Undergraduates rated evidence for the prosecution, but not 
the defense, as stronger than jury pool subjects. Charge similarity affected 
undergraduates' ratings of the defendant to a greater degree than it affected 
representative jurors' ratings. The two groups did not differ in their 
perceptions of joinder, although undegraduates thought joinder had affected 
their judgments more than jury pool subjects. Finally, the two groups 
differed somewhat in their ratings of involvement and trial realism, although 
both groups' ratings were above average. 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

The present research has examines a number of issues concerning juror 
inferencing and judgment processes in multiple-offense trials. In this 
section, the main findings are discussed in terms of their theoretical and 
applied significance. First, a brief summary of the results of the two main 
stUdies is provided, and the results are assessed in light of empirical 
research on joinder. Second, the results as a whole are discussed in terms of 
the cognitive and social psychological approaches to juror decision making 
described in the introduction. Third, the methodological implications of the 
findings are noted, and finally, the legal implications of the research are 
discussed. 

Study 2 was the main study of the research. The results of Study 2 are 
succinctly s~1marized in Figure 2. The results indicate that joining multiple 
charges in a realistic trial situation increases the proportion of individual 
guilty verdicts obtained on a particular (target) charge relative to the same 
charge tried by itself. The effects of the manipulations of charge and 
evidence similarity were relatively subtle compared to the effect of joinder 
of any sort. Convictions increased regardless of similarity, although there 
were more guilty verdicts when evidence was dissimilar than when it was 
similar. A very strong set of judges' instructions had no effect on verdict 
judgments whatsoever. Overall, the results are consistent with previous 
research using much less realistic methods. Other researchers find that 
joinder increases conviction rates and instructions do not significantly 
reduce convictions (Bardens & Horm'litz, 1983; Greene & Loftus, 1981; Horol'litz 
et a1., 1980; Kerr & Sawyr .. rs, 1979; Tanford & Penrod, 1982). In the present 
study, joinder also increased the number of guilty and hung group verdicts, 
relative to the control group. This indicates that the biases induced in 
jurors prior to deliberation persist through deliberations and affect the 
final outcome. 

Support was obtained for each of the three processes hypothesized to 
operate in a joined trial. Joinder led to a certain amount of confusion of 
evidence among charges, particularly when charges were similar, but memory was 
not related to individual verdicts. Joinder also led to an accumulation of 
eVidence, as measured by ratings of evidence strength, particularly when 
charges were similar or evidence was dissimilar. Subjects in joined trials 
rated evidence for the prosecution as stronger than subjects in a single 
trial, and to a lesser degree rated the evidence for the defense as weaker. 
This suggests that subjects primarily accumulate evidence against the 
defendant. Ratings of evidence strength,were strongly related to verdicts, 
moreso for prosecution than for defense evidence. Joinder also led to 
negative inferences about the defendant on dimensions of criminality and 
global evaluation, and these ratings were significantly related to verdicts. 
Defendant criminality, but not general evaluation, was strongly related to 
judgments of evidence strength. 

In terms of the three processes postulated to mediate joinder effects, 
the results are generally consistent with previous research using less 
realistic stimulUS materials. Bordens and Horowitz (1983) and Tanford and 
Penrod (1982) both found that joinder led to confusion of evidence, although 
Tanford and Penrod found that confusion was not related to guilt judgments, 
whereas Bardens and Horowitz found that it was. Greene and Loftus (1981) and 
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" Tanford and Penrod (1982) found that joinder led to negative inferences about 

the defendant and Tanford and Penrod found that these inferences were 
strongly related to guilt judgments. Tanford and Penrod found that joinder 
led to higher ratings of evidence strength, although Bordens and Horowitz 
found that Joinder did not affect ratings of thoughts against the defendant, 
which could be considered an indirect measure of evidence strength. However, 
both Bordens and Horowitz and Tanford and Penrod found that ratings were 
strongly related to verdict and guilt judgments. 

The relationships among the variables in study 2 were integrated into a 
causal model of judgment processes in joined trials, which is depicted in 
Figure 2. In the proposed model, joinder leads to negative inferences about 
the defendant's criminal character. These inferences affect verdicts both 
directly and indirectly through judgment of evidence strength, which in turn 
strongly affect verdicts. The theoretical and practical implications of this 
process are addressed beloH. 

Study 3 replicated the main findings of Study 2 using undergraduates who 
did not deliberate, and extended the generality of joinder effects to 
additional, non-target offenses. As in Study 2, joinder increased the 
proportion of guilty verdicts relative to single-offense control groups 
primarily when the joined charges wet'e the same as opposed to different 
crimes. In contrast to the Study 2 findings of a weak evidence similarity 
effect, evidence similarity did not affect verdicts, or any other judgments, 
probably because the evidence similarity manipulation was not successful for 
undergraduate subjects. Convictions increased as a fUnction of charge 
similarity. 

The magnitude of joinder effects on verdicts was influenced by the . 
position of the charge in the joined sequence, with stronger effects obtalned 
for later charges. The only conSistently significant joinder effects were 
obtained for charges in the third position, although the magnitude of effects 
on the first two charges was similar to those obtained in Study 2, and the 
lack of significance may have been due in part to lower statistical power in 
Study 2. The position effects run counter to the findings of Bordens and 
Horowitz (1983) and Horowitz et al. (1980) who found that joinder primarily 
increased convictions on the first, but not the second of two joined charges. 

Unlike the results of Study 2, judges' instructions significantly reduced 
the proportion of guilty verdicts in Study 3. This result is interesting not 
only because previous research found that instructions did not reduce joinder 
effects (Greene & Loftus, 1981; Tanford & Penrod, 1982), but also because the 
eXisting literature on limiting instructions in other domains indicates that. 
they tend to be ineffective (Lind, 1982). Instructions also affected 
undergraduates' certainty in their verdicts. Compared to subjects who voted 
to convict and subjects who voted to acquit but did not receive instructions, 
subjects who voted to acquit following instructions were less certain about 
their verdicts. This suggests that instructions are effective at the expense 
of a loss of certainty in undergraduate subjects. 

As in Study 2, Study 3 indicates that joinder leads to some confusion of 
evidence, perceptions of stronger prosecution eVidence, and negative 
inferences about the defendant. Again, however, confusion was unrelated to 
verdicts, whereas evidence and defendant ratings were related to verdicts, as 
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well as to each other. The path model based on the data from Study 3 (Figure 
3) indicates that processes very similar to those obtained with representative 
jurors were operating in undergraduate subjects. The main difference was that 
instructions had a direct influence on undergraduates' verdicts, without 
changing any of the intervening processes. A statistical comparison of all 
data from undergraduates and representative jurors revealed few differences 
between the two groups. 

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

In this section, the main findings of the research are intarpreted in 
terms of the theoretical approaches to juror decision making that were 
outlined in the introduction. The cognitive and social implications of the 
results are discussed with respect to each of the three processes hypothesized 
to operate in joined trials: confusion. accumulation and criminal inference. 
The path diagrams in Figures 2 and 3 serve as reference points for this 
discussion. 

Confusion -------
The results indicate that joinder led to a cel'tain amount of confusion 

among charges on a recognition task, particularly when charges were similar. 
A strictly cognitive explanation for this result is that recognition 
intrusions were a result of interference effects in long term memory (Postman 
& Underwood, 1973). However, the fact that oonfusion increased as a function 
of charge similarity suggests a more social psychological explanation for 
these findings. Similar charges are more easily encoded into a single, 
coherent representation of the trial than are dissimilar charges. Therefore, 
it is likely that specific evidence items were recalled in relation to the 
overall schema, rather than for individual charges. This line of reasoning is 
supported by research conducted by Hastie and Kumar (1979), which indiQated 
that subjects were mOI~e likely to recall schema-incongruent than 
schema-congruent information. Evidence from dissimilar charges should be less 
congruent wi thehe ove-I'all schema than evidence from similar charges. Further 
support for a schema-based explanation of the memory results is indicated in 
the study by Sulin and Dooling (1974), which demonstrated that subjects were 
more likely to make memory intrusions for a passage that was high in 
schema-relatedness than one that was not. 

Although joinder led to a certain amount of confusion of evidence between 
charges, confusion was unrelated to verdicts. This finding is consistent with 
I'esear~ch using other impression formation tasks, which indicates that memory 
for specific items of information is not strongly related to the overall 
impression of a stimulus (Anderson & Hubert, 1963; Dreben, Fiske & Hastie, 
1979; Riskey, 1979). The explanation given for these findings is than once the 
information has been integrated into an abstract representation of the 
stimulus, the overall impreSSion is independent of the representation of 
specific items in memory (Dreben et a1., 1979). This finding was obtained with 
"rich behavioral stimuU" (Le. paragraphs, Dreben et al., 1979, p. 1764), as 
well as using trait adjectives (Anderson & Hubert, 1963: Riskey, 1979). The 
present study yields a low correlation between memory for specific items and 
judgments with much richer stimuli than those previously used. 

However, we would not want to argue that subjects' judgments were made 
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independent of their memory for any aspect of the trial. Research on the use 
of the availability heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) indicates that people 
often make judgments on the basis of the most easily remembered information 
about a stimulus. For example, Reyes et a1. (1980) found that manipulatif.ig the 
salience of arguments influenced subjects' judgments of a defendant's guilt. 
The lack of relationship between memory and verdicts in the present research 
was likely due to the fact that both recall and recognition tasks asked for 
memory of brief, discrete case facts, which were probably not the features 
most available to subjects when making guilt judgments. 

On a free recall task, the only difference between joined and single 
conditions was that subjects in single conditions recalled more total evidence 
than subjects in joined conditions, both for prosecution and for defense; 
Joinder did not cause subjects to differentially recall more evidence 
against the defendant, and recall of evidence was unrelated to verdicts. The 
recall results underscore the implication of the recognition results that 
joinder-induced biases are not a result of memory processes. 

Accumulation 

The results indicate that subjects in joined trials rate the evidence for 
the prosecution as stronger than subjects in single trials, and to a lesser 
degree rate the evidence for the defense as weaker. The path analysis results 
further indicate that ratings of prosecution evidence are much more strongly 
related to verdicts than ratings of defense evidence. From an information 
integration perspective, this suggests that subjects assign more weight to 
evidence against the defendant (prosecution evidence) than evidence in favor 
of the defendant (defense ~vidence). This is consistent with research 
demonstrating that negative information is weighted more heavily than positive 
information in forming impressions (Anderson, 1965; Dreben et al., 1979; 
Fiske, 1980; Hamilton & Huffman, 1971; Hodges, 1974; Kanollse & Hanson, 1972). 
In addition, joi,der cleary creates a negative overall impression of the 
defendant, which, if averaged in with judgments of both types of evidence, 
could make prosecution evidence appear stronger and defense eviden~e weaker. 

If the negative impression of the defendant created by the multiple 
charge context is represented as a criminal schema, the same evidence rating 
results can be interpreted in a slightly dif'ferent mar.ner. Findings from . 
studies reviewed in the introduction indicate that schemas Guide the 
interpretation and organization of incoming information, and that information 
inconsistent with the schema is often distorted or ignored (Taylor & Crocker, 
1981). The causal models in Figures 3 and 4 indicate strong relationships 
between judgments of defendant criminality and evidence ratings. This 
suggests that jurors distort the evidence to make it consistent with their 
criwtnal schemas, making prosecution evidence appear stronger and defense 
evidence appear weaker. The paths between evidence ratings ~nd verdicts 
further suggest that. jurors differentially use information to the extent that 
it is consistent with their Bchemas. That is, they seem to base their 
decisions to a greater degree on evidence against the defendant (prosecution 
evidence) l'/hich is consistent with a criminal schema, than evidence in favor 
of the defendant (defense evidence) which is more difficult to incorporate 
into a criminal schema. 
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criminal Inference 

The criminal inference hypothesis was tested by asking subjects to rate 
the defendant on various trait and behavioral characteristics. Factor 
analysis on these ratings yielded two factors, one representing the 
defendant's criminality and credibility, and the other representing more 
global evaluations. Analyses revealed that subjects in joined trials rate the 
defendant much less favorably on both dimensions than subjects in single 
tria~s. TI1ese inferences increase further as a function of charge similarity, 
partlcularly for undergraduate subjects. 

From an attributional perspective, these results suggest that subjects 
are making inf SQces about the causes of the defendant's alleged criminal 
behavior bas~ .. 1 the fact that he is charged wi th multiple crimes. The 
multiple chargo situation provides in for-mation about behavior that is high in 
consistency, particularly when charges are similar, and thereby is likely to 
lead to an internal atttibution. In terms of distinctiveness, the picture is 
not quite as clear. It could be argued that being charged with dissim~lar 
crimes indicates behavior that is 10lv in distinctiveness, since it is 
performed with respect to very different entities. If that were the case, the 
charge similarity results would not support an attributional interpretation. 
However, in all joined conditions, the crimes, even though they may have been 
similar in method, were committed against different victims, on different 
dates, and in different places, possibly indicating behavior that was low in 
distinctiveness and therefore more likely to lead to an internal attribution. 
Finally, in all joined conditions, the defendant's alleged criminal behavior 
could be considered low in consensus, thus the third component of an internal 
attribution was present. 

Although the defendant rating results can be roughly characterized in 
attribution terms, they are more consistent with an interpretation that does 
not assume causal inferences are made in such a scientific manner. It was 
hypothesized that joinder creates an impression of the defendant as a 
prototypical criminal. The finding that defendant ratings became less 
favorable as charge similarity increased supports this hypothesis, since 
similar charges are more easily incorporated into a criminal schema than 
dissimilar charges. Defendant ratings were positively related to jurors' 
verdicts, and this relationship was stronger for ratings of defendant 
criminali ty than for global evaluations. Therefore, the defendant rating 
results suggest that joinder creates a criminal schema, which then influences 
verdicts to the extent that the defendant appears representative of a typical 
criminal. 

Instructions 

Judges' instructions had no effect on representative jurors' verdicts, 
and also did not influence jurors' memory, evidence ratings or defendant 
ratings. However, instructions did affect undergraduates' verdicts, although 
they did not influence any of the intervening processes. The jury pool 
findings are consistent with social psychological research on context effects 
(Asch, 1946), belief perseverance (Lord, Ross & Lepper, 1979; Ross, Lepper & 
Hubbard, 1975) and schema-based processing (Tdylor & Crocker, 1981), all of 
which indicate that once impressions are formed, they are quite resistant to 
change. For the most part, the undergraduate results support these 
interpretations. Instructions did not affect undergraduates' ratings of the 
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defendant or the evidence, or their memory for evidence. Undergraduate 
subjects in joined conditions rated the defendant less favorably and the 
evidence as stronger than subjects in single conditions regardless of 
instructions. Instructions affected undergraduates' verdicts directly, with a 
concomitant loss of certainty in verdicts. This suggests that instructions do 
not affect undergraduates' impressions of the defendant, but that subjects 
are nevertheless likely to be influenced by instructions to change to a 
verdict they are not certain is correct. 

Integration of Findings 

In the introduction, we proposed a single explanation for the judgment 
process in joined trials which incorporates all three sources of prejudice: 
confusion, accumulation and criminal inference. The path model in Figure 2 
provides a representation of this process, which is strongly supported by the 
results. The strongest direct effects of joinder were obtained for inferences 
of defendant criminality and evaluation, supporting the prediction that 
joinder creates a criminal schema, with accompanying negative evaluations of 
the defendant. The global evaluations, which perhaps represent the affective 
component of the impression, do not contribute further to the decision 
process. On the other hand, ratings of defendant criminality have a direct 
influence on verdicts, suggesting that verdicts are based in part on 
representativeness judgments. The influence of criminality is more strongly 
felt through perceptions of the evidence, which are distorted to make them 
appear consistent with the criminal schema; i.e. the prosecution evidence 
appears stronger, the defense evidence weaker in a joined trial. Perceptions 
of the evidence, in turn, strongly influence verdicts, particularly the 
evidence for the prosecution which has more diagnostic value with respect to 
impressions of the defendant's criminality. The impression of guilt that 
results from this process is quite resistant to the influence of judges' 
instructions. 

HETHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The present research has implications for the issue of 'external validity 
with respect to jury simulation research methods (see Bray and Kerr, 1982, for 
a discussion of this issue). The results of laboratory research on joinder 
(Tanford & Penrod, 1982) were replicated using much more realistic stimulus 
materials, and for the most part the same effects were obtained in 
undergraduates and representative juror subjects. In the Tanford and Penrod 
(1982) study, as well as the present research, joinder led to increased 
conviction rates, and the same pattern of relationships among memorYi 
defendant and evidence ratings, and verdicts was obtained. This indicates 
that the joinder pbenomenon is a robust finding, and also demonstrates that 
effe~ts can be obtained in the laboratory which have implications for more 
realistic settings. However, the magnitude of joinder effects decreased as 
trial realism increased. Tanford and Penrod (1982) obt~ined a mean joinder 
effect size of .25, the present Study 3 with undergraduates obtained a mean 
effect size of .21 (across all thirteen cases), and for the main study using 
representative jurors (Study 3) the overall joinder effect size was .10. This 
finding is consistent with a meta-analysis conducted by Linz et ale (1981) 
which indicates that as the realism of jury simulation methods increases, the 
magnitude of the ef'fects of experimental manipulations decreases. The results 
also point to the need for replication of findings obtained in the la\boratory 
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using more realistic materials, procedures, and subjects. 

The present results revealed that judges' instructions influenced 
undergraduate jurors' verdicts but did not affect jury pool subjects. This 
suggests that the existing research concerning the effects of limiting 
instructions in a number of domains, most of which used undergraduate 
subjects, may not be generalizable to the juror population. 

The results revealed few differences between the judgment processes of 
representative jurors who did and did not deliberate. Moreover, the biases 
induced in jurors' pre-deliberation verdicts were also found in group verdicts 
following deliberation. This result runs counter to the findings of Kaplan 
and Hiller (1978), which suggest that deliberation can serve to correct juror 
biases. The present results suggest that biases obtained with individual 
jurors may be similar to those found in a courtroom situation that involves 
group deliberation. As a practical matter, to the extent that individual and 
group judgmen ts al~e similar, the additional time and expense of including 
group deliberation in jury simulation studies may not always be necessary in 
order to obtain results that have applied significance. However, we should 
periodically check our findings to assure that they will hold for both 
individual and group judgments. 

APPLIED IMPLICATIONS 

Since the results of the main SGudy were obtained using procedures that 
were high in external validity, they have clear applications to the courts. 
The study useo representative juror subjects, realistic videotaped trials, and 
included group deliberation. In our discussion of applications we will focus 
on the main study (Study 2), since the undergraduate study (Study 3) used 
somewhat less realistic procedures. From an applied perspective, the most. 
important dependent variable is verdict, along with the processes that mediate 
the effects of the manipulations on verdicts. 

The results indicate that joinder increased the proportion of guilty 
verdicts on a particular target charge, relative to the same charge tried by 
itself. This effect was obtained at the level of both individual and group 
verdicts. At the individual level, 39% guilty votes were obtained in joined 
conditions overall, compared to 24% guilty verdicts in the control group, so 
joinder resulted in 15% more guilty verdicts than would otherwise be the case. 
Statistically, the magnitude of joinder effects was not large, with an effect 
size (r) of .10 for the overall joinder effect. However, the results are of 
considereable practical significance, if the additional convictions are 
considered to be conviction errors. Although the absolute magnitude of joinder 
effects will depend upon numerous factors (type of crime, case strength, 
etc.), the present results indicate that joinder can substantially increase 
the chance that an innocent person will be convicted of a crime. 

At the group level, jOinder increased the number of guilty and hung jury 
verdicts, relative to the control group. Therefore, pre-deliberation biases 
persisted through group verdicts, and deliberation did not serve to ~orrect 
these biases. This finding further emphsizes the applied significan~e of the 
results to a degree that would not be possible if deliberation procedures had 
not been used. The increase i~ hung juries in joined over severed trials has 
only tentative implications, since a time limit was placed on deliberations 
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which probably affected the hung jury rate. However, if it is the case that 
juries are hung more often when deliberating on joined charges, this suggests 
that some of the supposed expedience of trying mUltiple charges together may 
be offset by an increase in hung juries. 

Guidelines for Joinder 

From an applied perspective, the study had two main objectives: (1) to 
develop guildelines delineating situations in which joinder would and would 
not be prejudicial, and (2) to design a set of instructions tha would 
effectively reduce prejudice resulting from joinder. With respect to the 
first goal, the results indicated that the effects of the charge and evidence 
similarity manipulations were quite subtle compared to the effects of joinder 
of any sort. Regardless of the experimental condition, there were more 
convictions on the target charge in the context of a joined trial than on the 
same charge tried alone. There was a tendency for jurors to convict more 
often in dissimilar evidence chan similar evidence conditions. A likely 
explanation for this finding is in terms of the probative value of the 
evidence. Independent ratings of the evidence by a group of undergraduates 
indicated that evidence defined as "dissimilar" was rated higher than evidence 
defined as "similar" in terms of its credibility, value, and informativeness. 
Since ratings on these three measures were highly correlated, together they 
can be considered a measure of probative value. Although the probative value 
of evidence for the target charge should have remained the same in all 
conditions (since it was always the same evidence), subjects apparently used 
their perceptions of the evidence in non-target charges when making target 
charge judgments, and therefore convicted more often in dissimilar evidence 
conditions. 

Since joinder significantly increased convictions in all experimental 
conditions, one possible guildeline would be to (1) ~void joining charges at 
all. This solution can be compared to two legal criteria currently used as a 
basis for some joinder decisions. The "simple and distinct" test holds that 
charges can be joined if the evidence from each is simple enough that jurors 
will not confuse evidence between charges. The present results indicate that 
this solution is not likely to reduce prejudice. Subjects judging joined 
offenses did confuse evidence between charges, but confusion was unrelated to 
verdicts. 

The law primarily allows for joinder of similar crimes, and charges are 
often joined if they can pass the "other crimes" test of admissibility. Rule 
404 (b) of Federal Rules of Evidence specifies that evidence of other actions 
is relevant (what we shall term "legally relevant") under cetain conditions: 

Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissible to prove 
the character of a person to show that he acted in conformity 
therewith. l:t may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such 
as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, 
knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident. 

Jurors in the present study were asked the degree to which the three 
charges they judgE!d established a similar motive, intent, a common plan, and 
the identity of the criminal--these are elements of similarity that are 
legally relevant from one charge to another. Subjects were also asked the 
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extent to which the three charges established a criminal disposition on the 
part o~ the defendant--evidence from other crimes is not legally admissible 
for th~s ~urpose. The r:su:ts indicated that ratings of motive, intent, pl~n 
and ident~ty increased s~gn~ficantly as a function of charge similarity as 
defined in the experimental manipulations, whereas disposition ratings did 
not. This suggests that jurors' assessments of relevance are similar to the 
assessments of legal professionals as embodied in Rule 404 (b). Therefore if 
the law wants jurors to use evidence from other crimes only when it is leg~lly 
relevant, a possible guideline for joining charges would be to (2) adopt 
extremely stringent standards for the application of rules such as Rule 404 
(b). 

The law allows joinder of similar charges which would fall into our 
operationally defined identical and similar charge categories. The charges 
d f' d "'d ' 1" 1 e ~ne as ~ ent~ca c early met the other crimes requirement whereas those 
d f' d ", 'I "f 1 ' e ~ne as s~m~ ar e 1 somewhere in the "grey area" where it was not clear 
whet~er they w~re legally relevant or not. The results indicated that jurors' 
verd~cts were l.nfluenced equally in both conditions. However increased 

, , ' 
conv~ct~ons as a result of joined trials that fall into the grey area of legal 
relevance can be considered more prejudicial, and therefore more likely to be 
appealed, than convictions for joined charges which are clearly connected. 
Therefore, stringent guidelines could serve to eliminate joinder of charges 
that fall into the grey area. 

Impact of Instructions 

In addition to establishing guidelines for joinder decisions, a second 
applied goal of the research was to devise a set of judges' instructions that 
would alleviate prejudice caused by jOinder. Although social psychological 
research as well as previous empirical work on instructions cast some doubt on 
whether it would be possible to develop effective instructions we did want to 
give the traditional legal remedy for prejudice a fair test. Therefore, a 
strong set of instructions was devised, patterned after existing instructions 
yet longer and more complete. The instuction contained elements corresponding 
to each of the three legal theories of prejudice: confusion, accumulation and 
criminal inference. 

The results of the main study indicated that instructions had no effect 
whatsoever for representative juror subjects. Viewed in light of other 
failures to develop effective instructions, the present results strongly 
indicate that the current legal remedy for prejudice resulting from joinder 
may simply not be adequate. In order for instructions to be effective, they 
would need to disrupt the processes that mediate the effects of joinder on 
verdicts. The causal model depicted in Figure 2 suggests that joinder effects 
~re mediated through a criminal schema for the defendant. The portion of the 
l.nstruction manipulation that addressed this process stated that the fact that 
the defendant was charged with more than one crime should not be used as 
evidence against him. If, as we have argued throughout, criminal inferences 
are not a byproduct of a Tational, strictly cognitive process, then it is not 
surprising that simply instructing jurors not to make inferences did not work. 
~t is not clear that any instructions could be effectively change these 
l.nferences. Perhaps if an alternative, competing schema could be activated 
which would prevent jurors from using a criminal schema, the biased judgmen~ 
process in joined trials could be undermined. If this could be accomplished, 
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and if our causal model is correctly formulated, then joinder would also not 
affect ratings of the evidence (which are presumably mediated through criminal 
inferences) and as a result, convictions would not increase. Only further 
research can establish whether viable instructions can be developed. 

The applied significance of the present results extends beyond the issue 
of joinder of offenses to other analagous trial situations in which similar 
processes might operate. As noted in the introduction, there are other forms 
of joinder in addition to joinder of distinct crimes occurring at different 
times and places. A defendant may be charged with multiple crimes arising out 
of a single act (same transaction joinder), and more than one defendant can be 
tried in a single trial (joinder of defendants). In a related vein, jurors 
may be allowed to choose from among several verdicts alternatives with respect 
to a particular crime, and empirical research indicates that the order and 
seriousness of decision alternatives can affect the verdict reached (Kerr, 
1978; McComas & Knoll, 1974; O'Brien et al., 1983; Vidmar, 1972). Although 
there is little empirical evidence concerning the social inferences processes 
involved in the above multiple charge situations, the present results suggest 
that these processes could be meaningfully studied by investigating factors 
that mediate the effects of the initial phenomena on the final outcome. 

The present results have addi~ional significance insofar as they suggest 
ways in which j~rors might become biased as a function of other evidentiary 
and procedural factors. Central to the Rules of Evidence is the "balancing 
test," whereby prejudice is weighed against probative value to determine the 
admissibility of potentially prejudicial evidence. The relevance of evidence 
of other crimes to the joinder issue ·has already been discussed. Evidence of 
prior convictions might produce inferential biases similar to those found in 
joined trials. As with other crimes evidence, evidence of prior convictions 
is not admissible for the purpose of establishng a criminal disposition. 
However, evidence of prior convictions seems even more likely to be 
prejudicial than joinder, since the defendant has actually been convicted of 
previous offenses, rather than just being charged with more than one crime. 
Therefore, a process model similar to the one proposed for joinder effects 
might also apply to the effects of prior convictions. 

Since the present results suggest that joinder effects are mediated 
through inferences about the defendant's character, the findings have 
implications for the prejudicial effects of character evidance, which can also 
be introduced for the purpose of attacking witness credibility. In fact, 
introducing damaging character evidence may be sufficient to create criminal 
inferences of the type induced by joinder, which would then affect assessments 
of evidence strength and therefore verdicts. As noted by Penrod and Borgida 
(1983), research indicates that character evidence is likely to be 
prejudicial. Therefore, if character evidence evokes biases similar to those 
found in joined trials, one way to investigate these processes would be to 
experimentally manipulate character evidence in order to "activate" various 
schemas about the defendant. 

The effect of judges' instructions with respect to joinder has 
implications for the use of limiting instructions designed to alleviate the 
effects of other types of prejudicial evidence. A strong and complete set of 
instructions had no effect on repres,entative jurors' verdicts, suggesting that 
traditional legal remedies for alleviating prejudice are not adequate. A 
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future direction with respect to instructions might be to move to 
non-traditional devices that attack the problem at its source rather than its 
outcome, by undermining the inferential processes that result in biased 
judgments. 

The Rules of Evidence and Criminal Procedure are replete with intuitive 
psychological assumptions that are conducive to empirical testing. Empirical 
resear?h has investigated the effects of various types of prejudicial evidence 
and, tr~al procedures on subjects' decisions, and well as the effects of 
lim~ting instructions--these studies are reviewed in the introduction. For 
the most part these studies have been demonstrations of simple cause and 
effect relationships. They tell us that a particular kind of evidence either 
does 0: does not affect judgments, and that instructions either are or are not 
effect~ve in removing these effects, but do not tell us how these effects 
operate. In order to provide adequate answers to the questions posed in the 
law, an understanding of the psychological mechanisms underlying these effects 
is need~d. The present results suggest that by conducting 
theoret~cally-grounded research in a legally informed manner, using methods 
th~t ar~ generalizable t? the courts, it may be possible to develop 
gu~ldel~nes that can ass~st the courts in making their decisions, and relieve 
the courts of the need to rely upon informed intuitions. 
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